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Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG

Statement from the management
board
Ladies and Gentlemen,
The year 2018 was a special one, and the 200th birthday of our founder, Friedrich Wilhelm Raiffeisen, was a welcome opportunity to reflect on how he might implement and bring his ideas to
life today. The former loan associations became the regional bank we are today, built on a core
set of values that have been the foundation of our success and still hold true today.
Our 125th anniversary is the perfect opportunity to reflect on how we can bring our values and
principles in line with the demands of digitisation and how we want to embody and flesh out the
concept of a leading institute in this region in the future.
We therefore started a process together with all our employees that involves a complete rethink
of the future of our establishment in this region. The result was a vision for a place that would
be open to all Innsbruck locals and visitors in the future: DAS RAIQA. A quarter that we want to
share and use together, where we can create new job opportunities and places to spend time. A
place for connecting people.
Our quarter requires considerable investment but is underpinned by our belief in a successful future that will be embodied here. Ultimately, we want nothing less than to continue to be the leading financial partner for the region’s people and businesses in the future.
However, 2018 not only provided us with direction, it also proved to be another extremely successful year in the history of our bank. We were able to further expand our market shares, and
more funds were entrusted to us than ever before. Our new strategic focus on becoming Tyrol’s leading retail and entrepreneur’s bank also bore fruit for the first time. We are now also the
market leader when it comes to digital products. The growth we saw in loans was considerable,
while risk-related costs in contrast reached a historic low.
Although the overall economic euphoria is set to wane somewhat in 2019, we firmly believe the
economy and our bank will see further positive development owing to a special asset of ours: an
agile, motivated, future-oriented team of employees that firmly believe in RLB Tirol’s strong future. They deserve our special thanks for this.
Thank you to our customers and the Tyrolean Raiffeisen banks for their positive cooperation and
a partnership characterised by trust. Only together can we succeed in taking major steps. That is
what Raiffeisen is for.

Dr Johannes Ortner
Management board chairperson

Reinhard Mayr
Management board deputy chairperson

Thomas Wass
Management board member
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Statement from the supervisory board chairperson
Ladies and Gentlemen,
The year 2018 was a significant anniversary for Raiffeisen as a whole. It’s all the more pleasing when the results of our leading institution do justice to such a memorable year. Indeed,
they suggest that the ideas and values of our founding father, Friedrich Wilhelm Raiffeisen,
still hold true 200 years after his birth – even though the world around us is in a state of permanent transformation. All the same, it would be wrong to believe that a brand as strong as
Raiffeisen does not also have to respond to the rapidly changing requirements in the entire
service sector and, in particular, the banking sector. No matter which technological mega
trend we look at – be it digitisation or artificial intelligence – we are sometimes almost left with
the impression that algorithms and autonomous processes will be able to replace us in the
banking business in the future. But this will not happen if we continue to conduct business
‘correctly’, as closeness, solidarity and regionality are qualities that will separate us from the
competition in a fully digitised working and living environment. This is because these qualities
are profoundly human and, in particular, profoundly Raiffeisen.
Nevertheless, we will have to find new ways to allow our customers and employees to experience all that has made Raiffeisen Raiffeisen from the every beginning. Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol has devoted much of its work to these issues in the past two years and made a
far-reaching, courageous decision in our anniversary year, 2018. As new lifestyles and ways
of working require corresponding architectures and spatial concepts, a new quarter – DAS
RAIQA – will be developed at the company’s location at Adamgasse, where the Raiffeisen
principle will be embodied in a strong, future-focused, urban fashion. However, it will be incredibly important for Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol to also continue to fulfil its role as the leading institution of the Raiffeisen Banking Group Tyrol in line with its founding mission and with
a strong sense of responsibility. The necessary conditions are already in place for this: Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol is strategically well-positioned and, in the past few years, has gained
market shares among private customers and within the corporate client segment.
Now this success has to be repeated with digital products and young customers in particular. In this regard, promising concepts were developed and measures were taken together
with the sector last year. Without doubt, 2018 was a good year: it saw us take on and complete tasks and overcome challenges consistently, courageously and with a committed approach. It is therefore very important to me, and to the entire supervisory board, to thank not
only the management board but all executives and employees of Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol for their exemplary commitment and constructive, success-oriented cooperation. May the
drive and pioneering spirit palpable within the company give you all the boost required for all
our planned projects and objectives.

Dr Michael Misslinger
Supervisory board chairperson
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We thank our employees. They all make a significant contribution to the success of Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG.
ABFALTER Manuela, ALTSTÄTTER Walter, AMON Hubert, ANDREATTA Christian, ANGERER Janine, ANGERMANN Reinhard, ARL
Sabine, ASSMAIR Gregor, AUER Roland, AUER Sibylle, AUGSCHÖLL Bernhard, BABIC Marina, BAKOUAN Albert, BARBIST Hubert,
BARESIC Klaudia, BAUMANN Heinz, BEER Gerald, BELL Petra, BERGMANN Doris, BEVELANDER Christian, BEVELANDER Nicole,
BLIEM Claudia, BLÖB Gerhard, BOCK Thomas, BODNER Stefan, BRAUN Katharina, BRAUNEGGER Christian, BRIDA Barbara,
BRUNNER Birgit, BRUNNER Karl, CAKIBEY Taner, CAUSEVIC Admira, CRAMER Gerhard, CZERMAK Carolin, DALLAPOZZA Stefanie,
DANLER Martin, DEGENHART Andreas, DEISER Agnes, DENZEL Jessica, DEUTSCH Roman, DIERIGL Andreas, DOLAK Monika,
DRAXL Arno, DUFTNER Markus, DULLNIG Peter, ECKERT Peter, EDER Christina, EGGER Oliver, EGGER Andreas, EGGER Julia,
EGGER Simon, EGGER Inge, ELLER Christina, ELLER Elisabeth, ELZENBAUMER Thomas, ENGL Christian, EXENBERGER Martin,
EXENBERGER Isabella, EXENBERGER Isabella, FABRIZI Nina, FALCH Johannes, FARKAS Melanie, FASCHING Daniel, FEICHTNER
Petra, FESL Katharina, FILI Andreas, FINK Johann, FÖGER Celina, FRIESS Roland, FRINGER Sonja, FRINGER Renate, FRINGER
Renate, FRISCHAUF Thomas, FUNK Manuela, GABL Christina, GABMAIR Daniela, GAMROTH Jörg, GAMROTH Jannis, GANDER
Wilfried, GAPP Manfred, GASSER BERGER Roland, GEILER Johannes, GEILER Manuela, GIRSTMAIR Hermann, GLANZ Michael,
GLATZL Ingrid, GOGL Michael, GOGL Stefan, GOREIS Martin, GRAF Ursula, GRATZEL Sabine, GREGORI Kerstin, GRISSMANN
Erich, GRÖBER Thomas, GROSSGUT Klaus Michael, GRUBER Florian, GRUBER Manuela, GRÜNBACHER Angela, GSCHLIESSER
Christian, GSTREIN Bernhard, GSTREIN Julia, GURGISSER Christof, GUTTERNIG Siegmund, HAAS Roland, HAAS Bernhard,
HABERKORN Christa, HABERL Olivia-Lorea, HAIDLER Michaela, HANDL Gabriele, HAPP Martin, HAPP Johannes, HARRASSER
Barbara, HAUSBERGER Cornelia, HAUSER Elisabeth, HEEL Julia, HEISS Alexander, HEISS Nadine, HELL Albert, HENSEN Eric,
HILBER Christine, HIRNER Christian, HOCHSCHWARZER Erika, HOFBAUER Notburga, HOFER Heinz Johann, HOFER Christine,
HOFER Martina, HOHENAUER Gregor, HOLZHAMMER Kerstin, HÖLZL Petra, HONEDER Thomas, HÖRTNAGL Klaus, HÖRTNAGL
Christian, HÖRTNAGL Nicole, HOY Astrid, HUBER Claudia, HUBER Petra, HUPFAUF Helmut, HUPFAUF Gerhard, HUTER Gerhard,
HUTER Gabriel, IGHODARO Elisabeth, JÄGER Elmar, JAMNIG Joachim, JASARAGIC Sabaha, JAUD Philipp, JEITLER Maria,
JEITLER Alexandra, JENEWEIN Monika, JORDAN Eva, JUEN Alexander, JUNGMANN Johann, JURIC Franciska, KAINZ Sylvia,
KALDINAZZI Daniel, KAPFERER Markus, KAPPACHER Barbara, KASER Klemens, KELLER Noelle, KERBER Werner, KIRCHMAIR
Regina, KIRCHMAIR Angelika, KISS Jürgen, KLAPEER Sabine, KLEINMAYER Georg, KLIEBER Helene, KLINGENSCHMID Nikolaus,
KLINGENSCHMID Karin, KLOCKER Christian, KLUCKNER Michael, KLUCKNER Natalie, KNEZEVIC Katarina, KNOLL Tanja, KÖCK
Sophie, KOFLER Robin, KOFLER Peter, KOFLER Birgit, KOINI Michelle, KOJIC Slobodan, KOSTIC Nebojsa, KOTESCHOWETZ Bettina,
KRALL Annemarie, KREISER Josef, KRENSLEHNER Elisa, KRIEBER Daniela, KRIEGL Sandra, KRISMER Rosmarie, KRITZINGER
Peter, KRÖLL Waltraud, KUEN Karoline, KUGLER Reinhard, KUHN Sabine, KUNZ Wolfgang, KUSS Sandy, KUTTNER Robert,
LACHBERGER Julia, LADNER Bernhard, LAM Ronny, LANG Stefan, LARCHER Brigitte, LARCHER Sandra, LARCHER-FÖGER Karin,
LEBEDA Dominik, LECHNER Martin, LEIS SCHABUSS Christina, LENER Daniel, LENTNER Anna, LEUPRECHT Christiane, LEZUO
Renate, LÖFFLER Nina, LOTRITSCH Thomas, LUSSER Peter, MACHAT Peter, MADARI Werner, MAGLIC Fahrija, MAIACHER Martina,
MAIR Kurt, MAIRDOPPLER Catrin, MARGREITER Norbert, MARINTSCHAK Richard, MARTINER Josef, MASSANI Ingrid, MASSNER
Markus, MATHOI Michael, MAULER Marina, MAURER Martin, MAYR Matthias, MAYR Helmut, MEDINA-HOFER Renate, MEHLMANN
Franz, MIGLAR Manfred, MIGLAR Carola, MIKULA Daniel, MIMM Monika, MITTERER Andreas, MOR Markus, MÜLLER Corina, MURR
Doris, MÜSSIGANG Romed, MÜSSIGGANG Hubert, MUSTAFIC Senija, MUXEL Patrik, NAGILLER Christoph, NAGILLER Justina, NAGL
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Josef, NEUNER Otto, NEUNER Andreas, NEUNER Katrin, NEURAUTER Julia, NIEDERHAUSER Gabriele, NOCKER-LEDERER Ruth,
OBERAUER Manuela, OBERDANNER Barbara, OBERHAUSER Frank, OBERHAUSER Daniel, OBERHOFER Stefan, OBERHOFER
Birgit, OBERLECHNER Katharina, OBERMÜLLER Georg, OBERZAUCHER Günter, ORTNER Michaela, OSELE Kathrin, OSS Michaela,
OSTERMANN Karin, OSTERMANN-BINDER Philipp, ÖTTL Monika, PAGITZ Elke, PARDELLER Konrad, PARGGER Roland, PARTL
Christina, PATSCH Thomas, PENZ Christian, PENZ Julia, PEROTTI Romina, PEZZEI Christian, PFENNIG Daniela, PFERSCHI Sabine,
PFITSCHER Eva, PFLEGER Martina, PFURTSCHELLER Birgit, PFURTSCHELLER Monika, PICHLER Marcus, PICHLER Paul, PIGNATTI
Eugenio, PILS Arlette, PITTL Andreas, PITTL Verena, PLANK Karoline, PLATTNER Markus, PLATTNER Nicole, PLATTNER Michelle,
PLATTNER Eva, PLATTNER Maximilian, PLONER Christoph, POCK Christine, PRANTER Martin, PRANTL Alexandra, PRUGGER
Christian, PRUGGER Valentina, PRUGGER Jasmin, PUCHER Monika, PUTSCHNER Dietmar, PUTZER Stefan, RABL Isa, RAFFL
Martina, RAGGL Angela, RAINALTER Elfriede, RAINER-WIESER Sarah, RECHEIS Christiane, REDL Wolfgang, REISTER-WALLNÖFER
Petra, REITER Nicole, REITER Fränk, RHOMBERG Christina, RIEDL Petra, RINNER Eva, ROFNER Simone, ROSENDORFER Gerhard,
ROSINA Marion, ROSNER Lukas, ROTTENSTEINER Christine, RUDIGIER Andreas, RUDIGIER Herbert, RUDISCH Monika, RUECH
Helmuth, RUECH Markus, RUETZ Thomas, RUETZ Bibiane, RUF Stefan, RUSCH Laura, SAIGER Klaus, SAILER Thomas, SALCHER
Nadine, SALLABERGER Philipp, SANTA Patricia, SARISALTIK Tolga, SATTLEGGER Thomas, SAURER Clemens, SCHAFFERER
Ariane, SCHAMBERGER Sylvia, SCHANDL Sandra, SCHENK Hubert, SCHENKENFELDER Carina, SCHETT Magdalena, SCHLATTER
Monika, SCHLEICH Renate, SCHLENCK Markus, SCHLITTLER Claudia, SCHMID Michael, SCHMID Hannes, SCHMIDER Harald,
SCHNEEBERGER Thomas, SCHNEIDER Brigitte, SCHNEIDER Isabell, SCHNELL Marlies, SCHÖNEGGER Thomas, SCHÖPF Romed,
SCHWAIGER Michael, SCHWARZ Christoph, SCHWARZL Lisa, SCHWINGHAMMER Markus, SCHWITZER Wolfgang, SEDLMAYR
Hubert, SEEHAUSER Andrea, SEELAUS Petra, SEISER Christian, SENFTER Peter, SIEBERER Andrea, SILGENER Cäcilia, SINGER
Julia, SINGER-KREUZER Manuela, SMITH Alexander, SOLAK Senguel, SPARBER Renate, SPINDLER Fabian, SPÖCK Christoph,
SPORER Raphael, SPRENGER Armin, SPRENGER-UNGERANK Simone, STANGLECHNER Carmen, STAUDACHER-CERNIN Gudrun,
STEINER Sibylle, STEINER-GRIESSER Simone, STEINKELLNER Patrick, STEINLECHNER Claudia, STEINLECHNER Michael,
STEINRINGER Elisabeth, STOLZ Silvia, STRASSER Patrick, STRELE Marie-Theres, STROBL Karin, STROBL Christa, SULZENBACHER
Daniela, TALETOVIC Dinka, TANASA Irina, TAUTSCHER Barbara, THALER Patrizia, THALER Jacqueline, THEURL Lukas, THEYER
Helmut, TOLL Andrea, TOLLINGER Markus, TRAUNER Herwig, TRAUNFELLNER Christoph, TRENKWALDER Simone, TRIENDL
Dietmar, TRIENDL Othmar, TRIENDL Nina, TROYER-SOCHER Katrin, TSCHAPELLER Christina, UNSINN Brigitte, UNTERWEGER
Margreth, VACCA-WEISKOPF Paola, VALLE Laura, VAN BARMENT LOO Marleen, VERANT Lara, VERDROSS Andrea, VESELY Olivia,
VOGLER Benjamin, WALCH Christine, WALDECK Karl, WALDHART Julia, WALLNÖFER Christine, WALTER Désirée, WALTL Caroline,
WANKMÜLLER Sonja Fernanda, WANKMÜLLER Elisa, WASS Sabine, WEBER Philipp, WEIDINGER Thomas, WEITZER Sonja,
WENDE-FIDLER Evelin, WENTZ Manuela, WHITE Daniel, WIBMER Daniel, WIDMANN Markus, WIDMOSER Ulrike, WIESER Johannes,
WINDBICHLER Urban, WINKLER Caroline, WINKLER Regina, WITTING Andrea, WÖBER Thomas, WOLF Maria, WOTZEL Claudia,
WURZENRAINER Christoph, WURZER Maria, ZACCHIA Hannes, ZACCHIA Verena, ZANGERL Patrick, ZANGERL Susanne, ZANKL
Andrea, ZECHNER Elfriede, ZEILLINGER Petra, ZETTINIG Ägidius, ZIFREIND Angelika, ZIMA Werner, ZIMMER Stefan, ZIMMERMANN
Renate, ZIMMERMANN Gabriele, ZIMMERMANN Lydia, ZÖHRER Christina, ZÖHRER Sabine, ZORN Patrick, ZÜNGÜR-KULOGLU
Melek, ZWIEFELHOFER Markus, ZWIEFELHOFER Patricia
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‘Closeness is the most important currency we have in the
banking business.’
Financially, how was the past year for RLB Tirol AG?
We are very pleased with the past financial year with regard
to both the results and the projects we were able to get off the
ground. Our profit from ordinary business activities was very
strong at 26.6 million euros, which was largely driven by an outstanding risk result. We have fewer risk provisions than reversals.
As for our operations, we are also very pleased with our credit
growth of almost 10 per cent, which is predominantly attributable
to our corporate client business. The strategy we adopted three
years ago has worked. The economy is flourishing, and companies are making investments. In this period, we are gaining additional market shares; Raiffeisen-Landesbank’s services are highly
valued in this environment. We see the greatest improvements in
private banking. We are making great progress in terms of profitability, which is not easy to achieve in this area. We place considerable focus on our individual business and use omnichannel sales for retail banking. Personal contact with customers is
still essential, however. That is the philosophy we wish to embody
with the new building.
With the new quarter DAS RAIQA, RLB Tirol AG is taking on
a project that rethinks banking. What role did relational aspects play in these plans?
A very central role. When we started to think about specific
changes to the existing building three years ago, numerous dis-
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cussions and meetings were held which turned our previous way
of thinking upside down – in the best way. This led to the idea
of combining a bank and its surroundings with a hotel. This fascinated us because a hotel is generally operated at night, while
a bank is generally operated during the day. It then occurred to
us that such a hybrid building offers countless synergies. The
bank needs a canteen at lunchtime, the hotel a restaurant in the
evening – and just like a hotel, we also need function rooms and
a gym. From this starting point, it was very exciting to think about
how we could drive mutual benefit from such a combination. And
we realised this is a perfect fit for our Raiffeisen DNA. Closeness
is the most important currency we have in banking. Being close
to people is presumably what Raiffeisen has done best for 150
years. Closeness is created by personal meetings, by an environment where people feel good, by spending time, by feeling
at home. These elements must be replicated centrally at the new
premises.
Was it evident early on that DAS RAIQA would not be like any
other bank?
Definitely. It is an almost historic opportunity for us. Other banks
in our environment underwent changes before the financial crisis. The crisis brought banking into a new world. This is a world
we will face, naturally. On the one hand, there’s digitisation, which
affects us massively; on the other hand, I firmly believe that bank-

Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG

ing will once again be defined much more by personal relationships.

closeness to the customer than Raiffeisen? After all, that is what
we have been doing for 150 years. It would be foolish to abandon
this USP and focus only on digitisation.

There are many indications that private and professional
spheres are increasingly being dismantled and are beginning
to merge in the future world of work. This is mirrored in the
nature of the planned construction project. Where does the
inspiration behind such a quarter come from?
We explored in depth whether there were any similar properties
in Europe and whether they did not have much success. There is
a bank in Australia that has teamed up with a hotel. This property has a joint lobby–counter area, a feature we especially liked.
This creates entirely new opportunities to meet. I was very much
reminded of the typical hotel lobbies from the 1960s, which we
nowadays only ever see in films.
We are all greatly influenced by our environment, often unconsciously. This includes the people we are surrounded by
and, importantly, the space. How do you anticipate the new
‘hardware’ will affect the people working at the bank, and how
will it affect the customers coming in to do their banking?
I would briefly like to go back to the blurring of personal and work
matters, which is a major part of new working environments. If
you look at the working environments of the big Internet giants,
it is apparent that they are almost always called campuses. Personal and work matters merge in these alternative formats. These
sites offer everything that workers need in their personal lives.
Community is very important. The hope is that employees meet
in the evening and go for a drink. This togetherness, where personal and work matters merge, has always guided us at Raiffeisen – for example, with our company sports association and various social institutions. I think we will place more emphasis on this
campus thinking in the future and fulfil the human need to meet.
The bank has to be where the people are. This is what we want to
concentrate on at this site.
How do you expect DAS RAIQA to affect the district?
In many larger cities, new districts have been developed in the areas surrounding train stations in the recent past. This will be the
case in Innsbruck as well. Following the investments to be made
around the train station in the future, an entirely new district will
emerge; it will offer a new quality of life and make the area considerably more attractive. The businesses in the area will also
benefit. We work hand in hand with the city in quarter development. Mayor Georg Willi summed it up when he said that this
area is the gateway for bus and rail passengers. Visitors should
therefore gain a better impression of the city. We want to make a
significant contribution to this with DAS RAIQA.
The Raiffeisen idea has proven its value for more than 150
years. Nowadays, everyone is talking about the opportunities
and challenges presented by digitisation. How does this affect the Raiffeisen DNA, and how can the old and the new be
combined?
At present, I often get the impression that banks see digitisation
and transaction banking as their salvation. They are, naturally, an
important part of banking, but not the most important. Why were
banks such as Fugger and Rothschild created as early as the
Middle Ages? It was not because they were great at transaction
banking – they were persons of trust.
Trust is built through personal relationships. That is still the case
today. Naturally, we need technically secure digital systems behind the scenes. But this is a matter of course – a requirement.
We have to go far beyond this. Who can make better use of

‘The bank is where the people are.
This is what we want to concentrate
on at this site.’
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Relationships with a future.

Our relationships last for generations
Raiffeisen accompanies its customers throughout their lives, offering much more than financial
advice. As a partner, we create opportunities over generations – for where people have trusted
each other across decades and all ages, a sincere belief in each other and deep connection can
be felt. Financial decisions are so often influenced by open dialogue with each other that goes
beyond financial aspects and thus experience exceptional quality.
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‘If we’re working full-time, things are going well’ – so goes the motto of the Reindl family from Patsch.
Farmer Since 2017, Matthias Reindl has worked at Tyrol’s most modern cowshed, which he constructed,
along with a house, in a meadow in Patsch. Around 100 cattle are kept here.

Relationships with a future.

The milking robot is a high-tech machine available for the cows around the clock at precisely defined intervals. ‘You have
to really get to grips with the technology; then the processes also run smoothly,’ says Matthias Reindl, explaining the
mode of operation to his adviser Aegidius Zettinig.

High tech in the countryside
Matthias Reindl puts his heart and soul into his work as a farmer. A few years ago, he moved
away from his parents’ farm in the centre of Patsch, which had become too small, with his young
family to make a fresh agricultural start in the countryside. The latest technology has helped him
to do so.
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W

e were already Raiffeisen
customers, just like our
parents,’ says Matthias
Reindl. The 33-yearold from Patsch moved from his parents’
farm in central Patsch to the countryside
with his wife Stefanie and two children. It
was not so straightforward. The approval
process lasted several years, becoming a
bureaucratic hurdle race that the Reindl
family were able to overcome with perseverance and tenacity – with the support of
the bank and, for the sake of completeness,
the farm bank to a certain extent. Matthias

just next door. It houses around 50 dairy
cows and around 50 calves. The shed is
highly automated. A robot takes care of
milking, feeding and mucking out. ‘Our
generation grew up with computers. Technology has always interested me,’ says
Reindl, who has more time for himself and
his family thanks to the high level of automation. Relocating has therefore also been
an investment in their quality of life. The
automated system naturally has its drawbacks; however, the advantages clearly
outweigh them and also make sense from
a business point of view. Automation saves

‘We were always looked after very well and relia-

From the adviser’s
perspective

Aegidius Zettinig
Head of the
Igls and Aldrans branches
At Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol
AG
since 2 February 2009

bly. It was therefore clear to us that we wanted to
finance with Raiffeisen.’
Matthias Reindl

Reindl uses the latest technology to be able
to work full-time as a farmer. This would
not have been possible at all on his parents’ farm with the restricted space there.
For the family, their farming life therefore
depended on the new building. This is now
secure. ‘We knew for several years that
we wanted to relocate. The place in the
village was simply too small,’ recalls Reindl. The farmer, who is very open to new
things, particularly values his bank’s reliable nature, explaining: ‘We were always
looked after very well and reliably. It was
therefore clear to us from the start that we
wanted to finance the new farm with Raiffeisen. The required trust is there.’ Once
the approvals were in place, it all went very
fast. The family moved to their new house
in July 2017 after a construction period of
only around one year. The farm building is

expensive space in the shed, for example.
Reindl is, without doubt, a pioneer in Tyrol
when it comes to shed technology, and the
farm is therefore often visited by others in
the industry to see its equipment. The future started long ago in Patsch. With high
tech in the countryside. 

Ever since I started looking after the
Reindl family, I’ve tried to be there to
respond to any and all questions. In
rural areas in particular, including villages such as Lans, Igls, Patsch and
Ellbögen, it is evident how significant the relationship is between the
customer and the bank. Face-to-face
contact is important. Even digitisation cannot change this. Distances
are short, and people know and trust
each other. During the financing of
the construction project, we noticed
that Matthias has very precise ideas
that he firmly believes in. We therefore made every effort to support him
in the implementation of his plans.
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Our relationships are regionally
sustainable
Craft businesses are specialists. They often successfully establish themselves in a niche field
and serve a select group of customers. They therefore shape the character of the Tyrolean
economy and make a material contribution to economic growth in the region. RaiffeisenLandesbank Tirol AG helps its business customers to focus on their core business – from their
foundation to the handover to the next generation.
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Peter Walde (l) manages the oldest soap manufacturer in Austria. Customer adviser Peter Machat has dealt with his
and his entire family’s personal and business financial matters for several years.

Relationships with a future.

Peter Walde is good at focusing his entrepreneurial activities on sustainability and regionality. He wants to grow carefully and
strengthen the existing business.

Blending traditions
Walde has been an established name in the world of soap and cosmetics since 1777.
Just like at Raiffeisen, tradition plays an important role without losing sight of the present
and the future.
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A

colourful bouquet of different
scents, familiar and exotic,
surrounds you as soon as you
enter the shop on Innsbruck’s
Dörrstrasse. What they all have in common is that they flatter the nose. Soap has
been made here at the Walde soap factory
for seven generations. The soap factory on
Innstrasse is the oldest in the country, and
the company – founded in 1777 – one of the
oldest family businesses in Austria. Walde
had existed for four decades by the time
Raiffeisen’s founder Friedrich Wilhelm
Raiffeisen was born. Nevertheless, it is no
coincidence that the traditional company
and the traditional bank found each other.

More than a customer.
Peter Walde has been at the helm of the historic company since 1993. As an adviser on
both family and company finances, Peter
Machat ensures that Walde can devote its
full attention to the production of its scented soap products. Most Walde products
have been made at Dörrstrasse since 2005.
Walde is dedicated to environmentally
friendly production methods, wherever
possible. With today’s overuse of resources, sustainability is the order of the day and
a value for Raiffeisen that is embraced far
beyond financial matters. The relationship
between Raiffeisen and Walde began at
Raika Hötting, where Peter Walde’s father
Helmut was a customer. ‘Corporate clients
had their own advisers in the past. I have
been able to look after several generations
of the family for many years,’ recalls Peter
Machat, adding: ‘The Walde family is more
than a customer to me.’ Peter Walde is very
much aware of the transformation that has
taken place in the world of banking since
the financial crisis which began in the US
in 2008. The economy is now booming,
with interest rates at historic lows. This is
good news for Peter Walde as an entrepreneur, but less so as a saver.

Regionally sustainable.
Times are certainly good for the company.
Under Peter Walde’s father, it was barely
possible to sell soap. The market wanted
liquid care products. Only a handful of the
more than 30 Austrian soap factories from
the 1970s still exist today. Walde overcame
these turbulent times and is now the largest soap factory in the country. Unlike the
big players on the market, the traditional company is an absolute niche player.
‘The bigger, the worse’ is today’s thinking.
Many people are sceptical about corporate
groups, says Peter Walde. Small businesses can benefit from this. ‘Today, people are

Today, people are focusing on regionality
and sustainability and returning to previous
ways.’
Peter Walde

focusing on regionality and sustainability
and returning to previous ways. We have
to use our resources carefully,’ says Walde. Of course, this is good for the company.
Peter Walde knows about the contradictions in modern business cycles. ‘We eat
poor-quality products, while cosmetics
contain organic ingredients. Tallow, which
was previously used primarily to make
soap, is largely burnt,’ says Walde. Palm
oil is predominantly used today. The alternatives are still relatively expensive, and
there is very little demand for tallow-based
soaps, even if Walde makes such products
on a contract basis. This is one of the company’s most important mainstays. Walde
is involved in many soaps that do not bear
its name. Structurally, the company has almost reached its limits at its current premises, as Walde explains: ‘I aim to strengthen
the existing business. I do not need to grow
at any cost.’ He is completely happy with
his support from RLB. The bank also supported the company in difficult times and
is now able to operate from a strong position. ‘We’re investing and building continuously,’ says Walde, where the next generation is getting ready to start. Peter Walde
is interested in the company’s technology.
He is fascinated by old soap machinery. In
contrast, his son entered the business on
the commercial side but has now got to
grips with the production technology. Peter
Walde’s daughter also works at the company. She is responsible for Walde’s public
image and marketing its scented products.
These different entry points create different perspectives which complement each
other very well. ‘I’ve already moved away
from some production-related matters.
On the whole, however, we have similar
views when it comes to corporate management,’ says Walde, who, with reference
to his company, says: ‘We were always a
team; I never wanted to go alone. It’s very
important to have a well-functioning environment.’ This includes a bank and a longterm adviser that you know and fully trust.


From the adviser’s
perspective

Peter
Machat
Private and
corporate customer adviser
At Raiffeisen-Landesbank
Tirol AG
since 1 October 1982

Because of the interest rate situation, corporate financing is a tough
business with little leeway. However, trust is also very important –
just as it is with private customers. I
have had a friendly relationship with
the Walde family for decades. There
is mutual respect on both sides. In
the private sector, it is important to
have a good relationship with your
customers. It allows you to recommend products suited to the family. With Raiffeisen, we offer a number of financial products that focus
on sustainability. This separates us
from the competition and fits wonderfully with the focus of Walde. I
regard mutually beneficial customer relationships as the foundation of
my work.
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Relationships with a future.

Our relationships encourage people to take big and
small steps
Small and medium-sized enterprises form the backbone of the Tyrolean economy.
Their economic power allows them to generate wealth for thousands of people in
our region.Liquidity is the key to keeping small and medium-sized enterprises going.
We provide the instruments required to ensure that these regional businesses have
sufficient financial resources at all times.
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A Syncraft wood-fired power plant is located among Innsbruck’s municipal companies in Rossau. Biomass is turned into electricity and heat at the wood gasification plant which supplies the indoor swimming pool at the Olympic Village, among other things.

Relationships with a future.

SME customer adviser Karoline Kuen looked after Syncraft from the beginning and knows how much energy managing director
Marcel Huber (centre) has invested in his company’s development. Frank Oberhauser (right) has been responsible for the company’s financial matters since it developed into a large company.

Big in Japan
Wood-fired power plants made in Tyrol are allowing Syncraft to conquer the promising
Japanese energy market. Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol has worked with the company
from the very beginning and also supports its market entry into the Land of the Rising
Sun.
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M

any people will have found
that a prophet has no honour in his country. This
is also the company for
companies, even if the effect is somewhat
watered down. Syncraft was established
in 2007 as an individual company – a
spin-off, specifically from MCI – and has
operated in its current form as a GmbH
since 2009. Syncraft’s technological basis, floating fixed-bed gasification, is a
revolutionary method for generating heat
and electricity from solid biomass. The
first prototype was made in Schwaz in
2009, and the first wood-fired power plant
in South Tyrol was connected to the grid
in 2014. Extensive work was carried out
on product development in these years.
‘The market was very cautious at first and
sought to probe and examine the product,’
says Marcel Huber, who takes a critical
view of Austria’s position vis-à-vis biomass. In contrast, attitudes are somewhat
more advanced in Japan, where the company has more than its foot in the door.

E xciting time.
‘ We are in the process of internationalising. This requires more and bigger power
plants to be built. That is certainly exciting,’ adds Huber. Syncraft tapped into
all possible funding pools in the development phase, where most expenses are
incurred, also with support from Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol. ‘We tried to use
all opportunities,’ says Huber, who found
the funding options available positive and
also significant for the beneficial development of the company. ‘You are no longer a
start-up after five years, even though that
is only when high-tech companies really
get going,’ says Marcel Huber, explaining
the birthing pains of technology-driven
companies outside the highly fast-paced
IT industry. ‘Depending on the industry,
we have greater staying power with startups,’ says SME customer adviser Karoline
Kuen, who looked after Syncraft from the
very beginning. Start-ups need more than
financial support: they also need a larger
framework, access to networks, specific
expertise beyond the core service and the
exchange of knowledge and experience.
RLB Tirol has much to contribute in this
respect with its tradition and vision. And
that’s exactly what happened with Syncraft. ‘We are in contact with funding
agencies and know how to prepare funding documentation and applications for
a positive result,’ explains Kuen. When it
comes to company organisation, RLB Tirol also endeavours to offer a network of
suitable contacts to its customers. ‘Our

‘Each kilowatt hour produced ultimately has
a negative CO2 footprint.’
Marcel Huber

services include consulting. We take suitable measures to develop in this area,’
explains major customer adviser Frank
Oberhauser, who is now responsible for
Syncraft. The legal elements cannot be
forgotten, as Oberhauser explains: ‘We review contracts to determine if they are coherent and provide feedback.’ The bank’s
expertise is significant when entering
into distant, foreign markets – for example, when it comes to the conditions set out
in letters of credit.

Z ero emissions.
Development in the energy sector is very
hard to predict as it is closely tied to political factors that do not always follow
reason. ‘Japan has more biomass than
Germany. There are a considerable number of 50- to 60-year-old forests there
ready to be harvested, and we do not really
know what to do with them,’ says Huber,
explaining the potential of this market,
which is increasingly looking for and finding alternatives to nuclear power. Japan is
not an ideal scenario for Syncraft because
of the distance alone. However, Europe
has its foot on the brake when it comes to
using biomass. All available energy sources have to be better used if there is going
to be any chance of achieving climate
targets. ‘We can build small power plants
that are more efficient than large plants.
There is no particulate matter, no emissions. These power plants use not only
electricity but also heat,’ explains Huber.
Charcoal is produced as a by-product in
Tyrol’s wood-fired power plants, which
can obviously be used for barbecues as
well as for improving soil or feeding animals. In the last two instances, this is
considered ‘sequestered carbon’ – a term
that is of particular relevance in climate
protection. It is groundbreaking in this
respect that Syncraft’s wood-fired power plants are even certified to have negative emissions over their entire life cycle.
‘Each kilowatt hour produced ultimately
has a negative CO2 footprint,’ explains
Huber. This fact alone should ensure that
we will hear about Syncraft on home turf
in the future.

From the adviser’s
perspective

Frank
Oberhauser
Adviser for major corporate
customers
At Raiffeisen-Landesbank
Tirol AG
since 02 November 2007

Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol has
looked after Syncraft from the very
beginning. The company has grown
and is currently expanding internationally, predominantly in Japan.
Because of this growth, it was decided that responsibility for looking
after the company would be transferred to me from my colleague Karoline Kuen in the SME department.
My work involves looking after major customers, and, fortunately, Syncraft has since become a major customer according to our definition.
I therefore took over the customer from Karoline Kuen last autumn.
Syncraft’s classification as a major customer is due to the predicted
revenue, its international orientation
and, not least, its increasing credit volume. At Raiffeisen-Landesbank
Tirol, we have been able to look after Syncraft from its inception as a
spin-off through all its subsequent
stages.
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Our relationships are embodied
by trust
Large companies are the public face of the Tyrolean economy. They guarantee stable jobs and, by
creating value, make a significant contribution to the prosperity of our region.
Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG is their partner when it comes to financing investments, leasing
properties and movable goods, gaining export funding and hedging foreign trade risks. As a longstanding partner to large regional companies, we know the particular needs of this group and
develop a suitable strategy for each company.
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Manfred Pletzer enjoying an animated discussion with his adviser Johannes Wieser. We know and
trust each other. Business is discussed in a relaxed atmosphere.

Relationships with a future.

Johannes Wieser (left) and Manfred Pletzer know that it does not always take many words in a strong, long-standing business relationship based on the same values.

In step with success
The Pletzer Group, based in Hopfgarten, and Raiffeisen. That works. Shared values can be
built on. Both partners are not afraid to break new ground in their respective fields of activity.
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T

he Pletzer Group is almost a
prime example of what can be
achieved within two generations
with vision, hard work and a keen
sense of economic developments. Councillor of commerce Anton Pletzer laid the
foundation in Sankt Ulrich am Pillersee
at the tender age of 19. At the time, Pletzer
was one of the youngest entrepreneurs in
the country. The company history reads
like a success story. The founder’s sons
have made a significant contribution to
this for some time. The Pletzer Group
is built on the three pillars of industry,
property and tourism. Major momentum
has been generated in the past few years,
particularly in the latter segment, which
is largely due to Manfred Pletzer. Like his
father, he is in expert hands with Johannes
Wieser at Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol.

ing. ‘It’s important for us to have a financial partner on our side that also embraces
innovative thinking, moves with the times
and can, in such a way, accompany us,’ says
Pletzer, stressing the importance of being
understood. If the customer and bank understand each other, that saves time. And
time is money. Pletzer also mentions a
specific example: ‘RLB Tirol immediately understood the future prospects and
market opportunities of iDM, a heat pump
manufacturer in the group. Such things
form a sound basis for a partnership.’

Common foundation.

Pursuing new paths.

‘Trust is a major fundamental value in our
group. Being trustworthy and reliable is an
attribute we value highly, both in dealings
with customers and partners – in this case
financial partners. You have to work for
trust, and it has to develop reciprocally –
and that requires long-term relationships.
We’ve been nurturing these relationships
with the Raiffeisen sector for decades,’
says Manfred Pletzer, describing the importance of relationships in business. Due
to the size of the company, we outgrew our
local Raiffeisen-Landesbank, and Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol has now been
the Pletzer Group’s financial partner for
years. ‘The Raiffeisen sector is able to
grow with the company. This is how we
came to Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol with
our industry and tourism divisions. Our
projects grew in size. Nevertheless, the
cooperation works on a very open, trusting basis. That is extremely important for
a family company like us,’ explains Pletzer, who mentions another attribute that
unites the Pletzer Group and Raiffeisen:
tradition, which is embodied in the company just as it is at Raiffeisen. This core
set of common values made it obvious
that the company and Raiffeisen should
work together, as Pletzer explains. The
emphasis on tradition does not mean that
innovativeness is forgotten about. Indeed,
the Pletzer Group has put its impressive
innovation on display for decades, while
Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol is also continually responding to a changing world of
banking and, in general, work. It can currently be seen in the redesign of the bank’s
headquarters, which, as a quarter with an
adjoining hotel, completely rethinks bank-

Customer adviser Johannes Wieser can
only confirm this. He knows both generations of the Pletzer Group, as he also looks
after founder Anton Pletzer, who still
works in operations and is involved in all
important decisions. An exciting dynamic can result when two generations come
together with some different approaches
and ideas. Manfred Pletzer describes it
as follows: ‘At the end of the day, entrepreneurship is about economic success.
And I believe that is guaranteed across
generations if the objectives coincide, if
there is agreement about where to go. The
ways to achieve objectives are sometimes
different – that’s simply the nature of the
game, in my view. There’s definitely friction, which can be challenging at times.
But I tend to see it as a positive most of the
time.’ This intergenerational friction, as
Manfred Pletzer calls it, sometimes gives
way to a third way – but not in the form of
compromise – that is better than what the
two generations had originally envisaged.
The times are changing, and with them so
are opportunities, methods and ways, says
Pletzer. In contrast, the Pletzer Group remains willing to undertake new ventures
and develop further in addition to maintaining its values. If you are standing still,
you are actually moving backwards. That
is apparent to both the company and Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol. This is what we
will focus on to continue to achieve success in the future, side by side.

‘You have to work for trust, and that requires
long-term relationships.’
Manfred Pletzer

From the adviser’s
perspective

Johannes
Wieser
Adviser for
major corporate customers
At Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol
AG
since December 2003

The Pletzer Group is a very innovative company that focuses strongly
on growth and tries new things. As a
bank, we also cannot get caught up
in tradition but have to see where a
common path may take us. A significant advantage of our long-term cooperation is that we do not need long
to determine whether we can work
together on new projects. We know
each other and can work together efficiently. That is an ideal situation.
Before I started working with Manfred Pletzer, I had already been Anton Pletzer’s adviser for some years
– and still am. He remains an important contact. Needless to say, there
are differences between the generations: the older generation have ideas in their mind and rely on gut feeling, while the younger generation are
driven by figures and ideas. Both approaches are completely legitimate
and can work very well together.
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Good relationships need a
strong sense of togetherness
Supporting Tyrolean Raiffeisen banks is the founding mission of Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG
and, as such, forms a central component of its range of services. The common strategy of the
Raiffeisen Banking Group Tyrol is the basis for the services offered, which can be provided either
centrally or, if desired, locally. To ensure a successful common future, Raiffeisen-Landesbank
Tirol AG sits on both state and federal boards and committees, using its role to give support and
impetus to the Tyrolean Raiffeisen banks.
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‘Consistency, reliability and security are values that customers greatly appreciate today,’ says manager Horst Mayr (left), who
manages Raiffeisenbank Seefeld-Leutasch-Reith-Scharnitz together with Rudolf Kirchmair (centre). A strategy process managed by Gregor Hohenauer at Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol revealed that Raiffeisen is already very close to its customers and
only selective changes are needed to be best equipped for the future.

Relationships with a future.

‘We deliberately stayed away from absolute cost minimisation. We focus on consulting, on discussions. Customers that come to
our branches are greeted personally. There are deliberately no self-service machines in the entire customer area. Customers appreciate that; it separates us from the competition,’ explains manager Horst Mayr. ‘Our word is our bond.’

Close to the customer
Raiffeisenbank Seefeld-Leutasch-Reith-Scharnitz has gone through several systematic strategic processes – most recently in 2015. In the current process, we have left
well-trodden paths and scrutinised ourselves from the customer’s point of view with
focus groups. Finance will continue to be provided locally and will be expanded with
a digital focus.
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‘We are very happy that our approach to customer relationships has been honoured in such
a way.’
Rudolf Kirchmair

‘

We help people as they go through life.’
The guiding principle of Raiffeisenbank Seefeld-Leutasch-Reith-Scharnitz, which is much more than just a
bank in the area of Seefeld Plateau, is as
clear and concise as it is wide-ranging and
challenging to implement. As a leading financial services provider in the region, the
bank is indeed an independent universal
bank with an adjoining depository that
feels connected to the region and its people. The bank, which is managed by Horst
Mayr and Rudolf Kirchmair, has a clear
and confident idea of who it is and what
it wants to be for its customers. A clear
strategy was established for this years
ago, which was implemented consistently.
This is now being updated and added to,
driven by the digital regional bank initiated by the sector. ‘Our aim was to introduce
the digital regional bank for us and our
customers in a profitable manner,’ says
Horst Mayr, describing the motive. It was
necessary to use the opportunities and
challenges presented by digitisation in the
best possible way.

Strategies.
‘We took the time to think through and
plan this process from A to Z,’ explains
Mayr. A canvas model was used for this.
This is quite complex, so it was advisable
to include a moderator to guide the process. This is where Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol came into play with adviser
Gregor Hohenauer. ‘We tried to look at our
strategic direction from the customer’s
perspective, to use different approaches and methods to learn about specific
needs and desires and to subsequently
tailor our offerings to this,’ explains Mayr.
Looking at our bank from the customer’s
perspective takes courage and introspection. Our approach was methodical: focus
groups were formed, comprising customers, employees and, most importantly,
functionaries. As Mayr explains, ‘Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol organised these
focus groups and also drew up the questions.’ The results were taken into account
in the bank’s strategic considerations on a
one-to-one basis. There were no unpleasant surprises in the survey. ‘We were a bit

surprised that the feedback was almost all
positive. Pricing and conditions were not
mentioned at all,’ says Mayr, adding: ‘We
are honoured that our stakeholders identify with us in such a way.’ Rudolf Kirchmair explains further, stating: ‘We are
very happy that our approach to customer
relationships has been honoured in such a
way – that we look after them throughout
their lives and make them aware of things
that may not be very important now, but
are likely to be in the future.’ As the focus
group questionnaires showed, Raiffeisenbank Seefeld-Leutasch-Reith-Scharnitz
is very close to its customers and their
needs. ‘The customer was and is our focus. Therefore, we did not have to make
many fundamental changes – just make
a few adjustments here and there,’ says
Mayr, explaining the pleasing result of the
finding process carried out in line with
the canvas method. The service portfolio
for corporate customers has been added
to include economic analyses. The largest
tourism-focused event in Tyrol is also being held this autumn for the fourth time.
Structural preparations were made in
Seefeld a few years ago to ensure that the
regional bank of the future can be realised.
‘We want to be present in our region – not
just as a bank but as an institution that is
beneficial for the entire region,’ says Horst
Mayr, emphasising how Raiffeisenbank
Seefeld-Leutasch-Reith-Scharnitz wishes to be seen. 

From the adviser’s
perspective

Gregor
Hohenauer
Expert Raiffeisen
banking consultant
At Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol
AG
since 01 June 2009

What is special about Raiffeisenbank Seefeld-Leutasch-Reith-Scharnitz’s strategy process is that it was a
key priority of the management to involve their members and functionaries in the process from the very beginning. The focus groups proved to
be the ideal platform in this regard.
Another two points played a critical role in the project’s success from
a process support perspective. For
one, the bank was entirely willing to
spend enough time on the process.
There was also a clear objective: to
develop an individual solution. This
was achieved with the help of the
business model canvas, which allowed the strategy team to work on
the business model creatively and
intuitively. The findings of the focus
groups made a significant contribution to this. The exchange with the
participants about their expectations
and wishes for the bank was marked
by a high level of mutual appreciation
and was also personally an exciting
and enriching experience.
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Macroeconomic conditions in 2018
Pleasing global economy

Equities falling at the end of the year

The global economy showed robust development last year.
Gross domestic product in the US grew by 2.95 per cent. The
trade dispute started by the US with its most important trade
partners was not yet reflected negatively in US economic data in
2018. The number of new jobs created on average was, at more
than 200,000, higher than the average in the past two years. The
unemployment rate reached its lowest level since the end of 1969
at 3.7 per cent (in November 2018). A further decline to 3.3 per
cent is expected by mid 2019. The US economy is, however, in a
late cycle, and lower growth rates are therefore expected in the
current year, no later than in the second six months. In Europe,
economic momentum slowed down in 2018. All the same, gross
domestic product was able to increase by 1.9 per cent despite
negative special effects (new authorisations for cars) and weak
net exports. Private consumption was and continues to be an important pillar of the economy due to growing employment and an
increase in real income.

The past year saw increasing market fluctuation and was acceptable until autumn but disappointing thereafter. December depressed the mood. Fears about a drop in economic momentum,
an escalation of trade disputes and further geopolitical tensions
had negative effects. The main negative contributor was, however, the end of the central banks’ expansionary monetary policy.
The global equity index MSCI World in euros, which had a slightly positive result until the end of November, fell considerably into
minus figures, as did Japan and the US. The weaker euro was
only able to improve the situation somewhat. Losses on global leading indices were in double-digit figures across the board
in 2018. The export-oriented DAX and the ATX (focus on Eastern
Europe) suffered bitter losses to the magnitude of 17.4 per cent
and 18.3 per cent, respectively.

Bond markets performing differently
Only in very isolated cases was there anything to be made on the
bond markets in 2018. Only US bonds were able to yield pleasing
positive annual results (owing to the stronger US dollar). Emerging market bonds in euros were hit the hardest, falling 7 per cent
on average.
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Commodities prices collapsed
Commodities continued to move downwards after a final upswing
in the second quarter of 2018. The price of oil developed particularly dramatically. Following a crash in November and December,
this was at its lowest level for the year. Only precious metals, particularly gold, benefited from the global weakness.

Management report

Solid US dollar
The US dollar rose in 2018 against developing market currencies
in particular. The euro, which was still very strong in 2018, weakened against the dollar. The interest rate differential between the
US and the eurozone remains at a historically high level, which
could further boost the dollar. Latent political problems in the eurozone and Brexit uncertainties are straining the situation further.

The Austrian economy
The Austrian economy is in the latter stages of a strong economic upswing. Boosted by strong domestic demand and solid export figures, Austria’s economy is expected to have seen growth
of 2.6 per cent in 2018. A fall in growth to 1.7 per cent is anticipated for 2019 in line with the slowdown seen in the global economy.
As defined by Eurostat, Austria’s unemployment rate is continuing to fall. The rate, already as low as 5 per cent in 2018, is set to
fall by a further 0.2 per cent to 4.8 per cent in 2019. HICP inflation
in Austria is 2.1 per cent for both 2018 and 2019, exceeding the
EU average. The consolidated budget balance for 2018 is expected to be slightly negative at −0.20 per cent. A balanced budget
may finally be achieved in 2019.
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Review of operations in 2018
Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG can look back on 2018 with satisfaction: Considerable sales successes and very low risk costs allowed
us to end financial year 2018 on a very positive note.

Balance sheet total in millions of euros

31.12.2012

31.12.2013

31.12.2014

31.12.2015

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2018

7,070

7,299

7,079

7,423

7,295

7,427

7,894

Origin of funds and capital structure
31.12.2018

31.12.2017

Change

Millions of
euros

Per cent

Millions of
euros

Per cent

Millions of
euros

Per cent

Liabilities to banks

3,891

49.3%

3,762

50.7%

129

3.4%

Current account deposits

1,459

18.5%

1,392

18.7%

67

4.8%

Savings account deposits

461

5.8%

466

6.3%

–5

–1.1%

1,489

18.9%

1,240

16.7%

249

20.1%

Equity

437

5.5%

424

5.7%

13

3.1%

Other liabilities

157

2.0%

143

1.9%

14

9.8%

7,894

100.0%

7,427

100.0%

467

6.3%

Liabilities evidenced by
paper

Liabilities

Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG’s balance sheet total as at 31 December 2018 amounted to 7,894 million euros. In comparison
with the end of 2017, this represented an increase of 467 million
euros or 6.3 per cent. On the liabilities side, this increase was
mainly due to growth in liabilities evidenced by paper, which
amounted to 1,489 million euros as at 31 December 2018, an
increase of 249 million euros or 20.1 per cent on the previous
year. Of this, 105 million euros was in securities accounts held
by customers of Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG, 228 million
euros in securities accounts held by customers of the Tyrolean
Raiffeisen banks and 217 million euros in the Tyrolean Raiffeisen banks’ nostro accounts. Moreover, the increase was due to
growth in liabilities to banks, which amounted to 3,891 million

euros as at 31 December 2018 and was therefore 129 million
euros or 3.4 per cent higher than in the previous year. Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG’s liabilities to banks were as follows:
2,450 million euros to Tyrolean Raiffeisen banks and 1,441 million euros to other banks. Current account deposits also increased by 4.8 per cent, or 67 million euros, to 1,459 million euros. On the liabilities side, savings account deposits were also
down by 1.1 per cent as in the previous year. This represents
a decrease of 5 million euros to 461 million euros. Regulatory capital increased by 3.1 per cent in financial year 2018, rising
from 424 million euros to 437 million euros. Other liabilities increased to 157 million euros, corresponding to an increase of 14
million euros or 9.8 per cent.

Appropriation of funds and asset structure
31.12.2018

31.12.2017

Change

Millions of
euros

Per cent

Millions of
euros

Per cent

Millions of
euros

Per cent

Receivables from banks

2,657

33.7%

2,477

33.4%

180

7.3%

Receivables from customers

2,838

36.0%

2,611

35.2%

227

8.7%

Securities

1,955

24.8%

1,794

24.2%

161

9.0%

Participating interests,
including shares in affiliated
companies

205

2.6%

206

2.8%

–1

–0.5%

Other assets

239

2.9%

339

4.4%

–100

–29.5%

7,894

100.0%

7,427

100.0%

467

6.3%

Assets
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On the assets side, receivables from banks increased from
2,477 million euros to 2,657 million euros. Receivables from
customers amounted to 2,838 million euros in 2018 and thus increased 227 million euros, or 8.7 per cent, as compared to financial year 2017. In addition, securities holdings increased sig-

nificantly by 9 per cent from 1,794 million euros to 1,955 million
euros. Investments, including shares in affiliated companies,
declined by 1 million euros, or 5 per cent, and totalled 205 million euros. Other assets decreased by 29.5 per cent from 339
million euros to 239 million euros.

At the end of 2018, receivables from customers broke down as follows:

Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG 2018 breakdown by sector

Agriculture, forestry and cooperatives
Transport

2018

2017

Change

Proportion of
total loans

Thousands of
euros

Thousands of
euros

Per cent

Per cent

36,023

38,866

–7.3%

1.3%

35,886

28,759

24.8%

1.3%

Trade

629,089

569,516

10.5%

22.2%

Industry

219,205

143,838

52.4%

7.7%

Employed persons, private

475,631

449,992

5.7%

16.8%

Tourism and leisure industry

588,886

594,592

–1.0%

20.7%

Public sector and social insurance

181,457

141,368

28.4%

6.4%

82,181

77,045

6.7%

2.9%

Commerce

117,217

113,564

3.2%

4.1%

Other (residential building associations and other non-banks)

472,366

453,870

4.1%

16.6%

2,837,941

2,611,410

8.7%

100.0%

Self-employed persons

Total

Regulatory capital (pursuant to Article 25 et seq. of the Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR))

Subscribed capital
Capital reserves
Revenue reserves
Other reserves
TIER 1 CAPITAL before deductions
Deductions
TIER 1 CAPITAL

31.12.2018

31.12.2017

Thousands of
euros

Thousands of
euros

84,950

84,950

79,343

79,343

193,436

182,516

67,200

67,200

424,929

414,009

–178

–345

424,751

413,664

Change
Thousands of
euros

Per cent

10,920

2.6%

11,087

2.7%

Supplementary capital before deductions

46,915

45,379

Deductions

–1,000

–1,000

SUPPLEMENTARY CAPITAL

45,915

44,379

1,536

3.5%

470,666

458,043

12,623

2.8%

REGULATORY CAPITAL
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Income statement

Net interest income
Income from securities and investments
Commission income

2018

2017

Millions of
euros

Millions of
euros

52.5
9.8
20.1

Change
Millions of
euros

Per cent

46.7

5.8

12.4%

9.2

0.6

6.5%

20.6

–0.5

–2.4%

Income from financial transactions

1.5

2.7

–1.2

–44.4%

Other operating income

9.3

8.0

1.3

16.3%

93.2

87.2

6.0

6.9%

Personnel costs

OPERATING INCOME

–35.0

–33.2

–1.8

5.4%

Other administrative costs (operating expenses)

–26.9

–26.8

–0.1

0.4%

–2.7

–2.2

–0.5

22.7%

Impairment losses on assets
Other operating costs

–4.4

–3.4

–1.0

29.4%

–69.0

–65.6

–3.4

5.2%

24.2

21.6

2.6

12.0%

3.4

–1.7

5.1

n/a

Net expense for impairment losses on securities and participating
interests

–1.0

0.3

–1.3

n/a

Profit from ordinary activities

26.6

20.2

6.4

31.7%

Taxes on income

–3.6

–1.8

–1.8

n/a

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
OPERATING PROFIT
Net expense for impairment losses on receivables

Other taxes not posted under previous item

–4.5

–4.3

–0.2

4.7%

NET PROFIT

18.5

14.1

4.4

31.2%

–13.4

–10.7

2.7

25.2%

5.1

3.4

1.7

50.0%

Movements in reserves
ANNUAL PROFIT
Profit carried forward

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Net profit

5.1

3.4

1.7

50.0%

In financial year 2018, operating income rose by 6.9 per cent from
87.2 million euros to 93.2 million euros. This development is attributable primarily to high net income from interest, which increased
by 5.8 million euros compared to the previous year. Commission income fell by 0.5 million euros, or 2.4 per cent, to 20.1 million euros,
while income from financial transactions fell by 1.2 million euros, or
44.4 per cent, to 1.5 million euros. Other operating income fell by
1.3 million euros, or 16.3 per cent, to 9.3 million euros.

3.4 million euros. The net expense from impairment losses on securities and investments totalled 1.0 million euros as at the end of
the year. The change on the previous year is 1.3 million euros. Profit from ordinary activities increased on 2017 by 6.4 million euros to
26.6 million euros.

Operating costs increased by 3.4 million euros from 65.6 million euros to 69.0 million euros, corresponding to an increase of 5.2 per
cent. This is due to personnel costs, which rose by 1.8 million euros
or 5.4 per cent from 33.2 million euros to 35.0 million euros. Other
administrative costs rose slightly by 0.1 million euros from 26.8 million euros to 26.9 million euros, corresponding to an increase of 0.4
per cent. Impairment losses on assets rose on the previous year
by 0.5 million euros from 2.2 million euros to 2.7 million euros. Other operating costs also increased by 1.0 million euros, or 29.4 per
cent, to 4.4 million euros.
The net expense for impairment losses on receivables was positive
in financial year 2018 and rose on the previous year by 5.1 million
euros. This corresponds to a year-on-year change of –1.7 million to

The net profit for the year as at year end totalled 18.5 million euros,
which was 4.4 million euros, or 31.2 per cent, higher than in 2017.

Taxes increased in financial year 2018 by 2.0 million euros as compared to the previous year.

Changes in reserves totalled 13.4 million euros. This represents an
increase of 2.7 million euros or 25.2 per cent.
Profit for financial year 2018 increased on the previous year by 50
er cent from 3.4 million euros to 5.1 million euros.

Bank branches report
As at 31 December 2018 (2017), Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG was operating 11 (11) bank branches and 7 (7) self-service outlets in the
market territory. All in all, the personnel at Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG looked after the banking needs of around 66,000 customers.
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Financial performance indicators
Capital ratio

Net margin

31.12.2018

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2018

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

16.0%

16.3%

15.1%

0.3%

0.3%

0.4%

Cost–income ratio

Return on equity

31.12.2018

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2018

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

74.0%

75.2%

68.9%

6.3%

4.9%

5.6%

LCR

NSFR

NPL ratio

31.12.2018

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2018

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2018

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

126.0%

118.6%

98.8%

115.3%

107.3%

105.9%

3.0%

4.5%

5.7%

With regard to the return on investment, we refer to the disclosure in the notes pursuant to section 64(1), line 19, of the BWG.

Non-financial performance indicators
An attractive employer for more than 400 employees
Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG goes to considerable lengths to
provide its employees with an optimal working environment. It
gives due consideration to the reconciliation of working and family life and promoting occupational health and safety. This means,
for example, that employees can choose from a broad range of
courses and talks within the scope of the in-house health scheme
RLB Vital. Individual career paths, too, are encouraged at both
specialist and management level. In conjunction with the Tyrolean Raiffeisen banks, Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG attaches great importance to the high-quality training of apprentices.
Numerous awards confirm that these are more than just empty words: Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG possesses the quality
seals audit berufundfamilie, most family-friendly employer, workplace health promotion and outstanding training organisation in
Tyrol.
As at 31 December 2018 (31 December 2017), the bank employed
409 (385) white-collar staff and 21 (21) blue-collar staff.
Raiffeisen’s impact in Tyrol
The fact that the Tyrolean Raiffeisen banks play an important role
in Tyrol as an economic area and a place to live is often highlighted. A recent study carried out on behalf of Raiffeisen’s sustainability initiative very much confirms how true this statement is and
also that Raiffeisen has additional positive effects in Tyrol. Raiffeisen’s gross value added in Tyrol is 317.7 million euros, roughly the same as the information and communications sector. Every
102nd euro generated in Tyrol is directly or indirectly attributable
to or caused by Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG and the Raiffeisen banks in Tyrol. Raiffeisen is therefore responsible for 0.98 per
cent of value creation in Tyrol.
Rethinking cooperatives

The Tyrolean Raiffeisen banks are organised as cooperatives.
This business model was considered antiquated a few years ago
but is now experiencing a renaissance. Cooperatives encourage regional value creation, are highly innovative and create supply structures where other models reach their economically viable limits. As the leading institution of the Raiffeisen sector in
Tyrol, Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG has a key role in the strategic development of the Raiffeisen core topic of cooperatives. As
it would have been the 200th birthday of Friedrich Wilhelm Raiffeisen in 2018, the year offered a special occasion to address our
roots. The Austrian Raiffeisen Association’s Bewusst: Raiffeisen
initiative was supported and a large three-day event was organised in Tyrol.
Agenda-setting role within RBGT
Supporting Tyrolean Raiffeisen banks is the founding mission
of Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG and, as such, forms a central
component of its range of services. The common strategy of the
Raiffeisen Banking Group Tyrol is the basis for the services offered, which can be provided either centrally or, if desired, locally.
To ensure a successful common future, Raiffeisen-Landesbank
Tirol AG sits on both state and federal boards and committees,
using its role as an agenda setter to give support and impetus to
the Tyrolean Raiffeisen banks.
Raiffeisen supports Tyrol
Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG and the Tyrolean Raiffeisen
banks provide sponsorship totalling around five million euros annually in the areas of society, culture, sport and education and
are an important partner for many clubs, societies and institutions. This means that Tyrol’s largest banking group is also an
important sponsor of all Tyroleans. The Raiffeisen sponsorship
balance sheet illustrates Raiffeisen Banking Group Tyrol’s commitment to our region – with Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG
making a crucial contribution. Almost 1,000 sponsorship projects
all over Tyrol can be seen at raiffeisen.foerdert.tirol, the website
set up especially for this purpose.
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Risk report
Modern risk management
Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG attaches great importance to
active risk management, which safeguards our long-term success. In keeping with statutory requirements, Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG has set itself the goal of applying effective methods
and suitable systems by means of recording, assessing, limiting,
steering, monitoring and reporting the risks in order to guarantee
the bank’s security and profitability in the interests of our customers and owners. Our experiences during 2018 have confirmed the
effectiveness of our risk policies, risk management and organisation.

Principles of risk policy
Our risk policy principles lay down the central rules of conduct
for dealing with risk. They lay the foundation for a unified understanding of the bank’s global objectives with regard to risk management.
• The management board and all our employees are committed
to the risk policy principles and comply with them in their dayto-day decision-making.
• In the case of non-transparent risk positions or methodological uncertainties, we apply the prudence concept.
• Our risk management is geared to the goal of ensuring the
company’s continuing existence.
• Careful analysis of the specific risks is essential before introducing new lines of business or products (the product launch
process).
Our risk policy principles are laid down by the management
board and are regularly reviewed and adjusted as necessary.

Risk management principles
Our risk management is based on the following principles:
• The management board takes overall responsibility for monitoring risk management at Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG.
The risk committee, which is required by law and convened by
the supervisory board, checks and monitors the risk policy at
regular – at least annual – intervals.
• The management of all types of risk – especially credit, market, liquidity, investment, operational, macroeconomic and
other risks – is a coordinated process involving all relevant levels within the bank.
• As the central body reporting to the management board, the
risk committee issues recommendations concerning risk strategy, including specific strategies for individual risk categories,
the limitation of risk capital in line with risk-bearing ability and
risk capital allocation.

Risk management organisation
The risk management system is organised with a view to avoiding
conflicts of interest at both the personal and organisational levels (separation of front- and back-office functions consistently up
to management board level). The tasks and organisational pro-
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cesses involved in the measurement, monitoring and reporting
of risks are the responsibility of the risk management department
and are set out on the intranet and in the appropriate manuals.

Credit risk
The credit risk is evaluated for both counterparties (private and
commercial customers, banks and countries) and concentrations. The country risk and the credit value adjustment risk (CVA
risk) are likewise included under the credit risk.
Granting credit and the judicious assumption of risk are among
Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG’s core lines of business. Borrowers’ risk situations are continuously and two-dimensionally managed through assessing their economic situation via our in-house
rating systems, on the one hand, and through the evaluation of
risk-reducing collateral, on the other hand. In the corresponding
calculations, we duly take into account the varying risk levels inherent in different credit activities. In the process, particular attention is devoted to the risks of foreign currency loans and repayment vehicles.
The sales units are supported by the risk management department in the management process through the measurement and
monitoring of credit risk and impending macroeconomic risks
and by the credit management department in the operational
management of normal and problematic exposures. In the reporting system, various reference date and forecast analyses form an
integral part of the risk profile. This helps to guarantee an active
across-the-board risk management process.
The various credit-risk-related tasks and organisational processes as well as the credit risk strategy laid down annually by the
management board are clearly described on the intranet, in the
credit manual and in the product manuals. Furthermore, all employees involved in the execution of transactions are instructed in
these tasks and processes, which are also available online. This
ensures in every individual case that any risk taken is in compliance with our risk policies and risk strategy. In addition, in keeping with principles of commercial prudence, ample provision is
made for all existing risks.
The regulatory capital requirement for the credit risk is ascertained in accordance with the standard approach and the regulatory capital requirement for the CVA risk in accordance with the
standard method. In line with supervisory requirements and recommendations, as well as potential operational benefits, Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG has set itself the goal of continuously
developing and improving its risk management processes as well
as its risk evaluation and monitoring methods.

Market risk
Market risk is the risk of interest rate, exchange rate, price and
spread changes adversely affecting securities, interest and currency positions. Market risk is generated by both bank book and
trading book transactions.
Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG uses a combination of risk measurement parameters to manage market risks and set associated
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limits. The treasury department manages market risk, systematically compiling all interest-, currency- and price-sensitive positions and controlling them in line with the prevailing market situation. Alongside the credit business, the bank’s own account
trading constitutes another core line of business.
The risk management department helps the treasury department
to control market risks. The measurement and monitoring of market risk and regular reporting are the central tasks in this respect.
The dynamic risk-monitoring process involves giving particular emphasis to the systematic monitoring of derivative strategic
and hedging positions. Daily risk and performance analyses and
reports ensure that the treasury department provides appropriate steering momentum. In doing so, Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG primarily uses interest rate swaps, cross-currency swaps
and interest rate options. For these derivatives, the market values are calculated, the limits are monitored and any necessary
control measures are carried out on a daily basis. Derivatives are
used predominantly for hedging interest rate risks of purchased
bonds, of issues or from customer positions (micro-hedge) and
for hedging the foreign currency risk. A detailed overview of the
structure of these transactions can be found in the notes under
‘Supplementary details’.

Rating grades as proportions of the overall bond portfolio as
at 31.12.2018

AAA
AA+
AA

A–

AA–

BBB+

A+

BBB

A

NR

Investment risk
Investment risk is steered by the management board, measured
by the risk management department and monitored by the finance department.
An expert approach ensures the appropriate assessment of potential risk.

Liquidity risk

Operational risk

At Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG, we set great store by refinancing with matching maturities. This policy is supported by
a key liquidity figures system and associated limits, duly distinguishing in this area between short-term (operational) and longterm (structural) liquidity management as well as liquidity price
risk. The unexpected withdrawal of customer deposits is classified as a short-term liquidity risk, while increased own refinancing costs as a result of the refinancing structure are classified as
a structural liquidity risk or liquidity price risk. Liquidity risks are
managed by the treasury department. The liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) – which according to the supervisory authorities must
be complied with – and, looking ahead, the net stable funding ratio (NSFR) are likewise the focus of attention in this respect.

The management of operational risk is the task of the risk management department. All potential risks that can result from system or process failures, mistakes by employees and external
events are analysed and evaluated with a view to devising suitable countermeasures. The processes and systems also include
all preparations made to combat money laundering and the financing of terrorism. All information and communication technology (ICT) risks are also considered operational risks. The regulatory capital resources needed to combat operational risks are
determined using a base indicator approach. The risks are depicted and managed using modern IT systems. This process is
backed up by regular internal audits and periodic reporting to ensure that operational risk is tackled vigorously.

Compliance with limits is monitored by the risk management
department. Various liquidity scenarios are used to simulate adequate supplies of short- and long-term liquidity during
hypothetical financial squeezes. To reinforce its liquidity, Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG attaches great importance to factors
such as issuance activity and the available refinanceable collateral. Additional steering instruments are also developed continually
to proactively manage liquidity.
In order to safeguard the supply of liquidity, an appropriately
large bond portfolio with an emphasis on highly liquid securities
is maintained.

Risk-bearing capacity
In the process of steering the bank’s overall risk, our capacity to
cover risk is tallied against all significant risks identified using appropriate methods and systems suitable for this purpose.
The planned annual risk exposure represents the limitation of
the aggregated overall bank risk, taking into account not just the
risks actually identified and quantified but also other non-quantifiable risks by putting in place a risk buffer. All risk-relevant information is fed into monthly risk-bearing capacity reports, which
are discussed in depth by the risk committee. Different scenarios
are used to determine the overall bank risk in order to ensure that
sufficient capital would be available for a potential problem case
(95.0 per cent confidence level) and also for an improbable extreme case (99.9 per cent confidence level).
The risk of excessive debt, too, is regularly measured and reported using the leverage ratio.
At Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG, greater attention is given to
the credit, market and liquidity risk management processes due
to the fact that the focus of the bank’s activities is on private and
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corporate customers and also treasury business. Credit risk, including the macroeconomic risk, is calculated on the basis of default probabilities and loss ratios, while trading book and banking book market risk and liquidity risk are calculated using key
sensitivity figures. Aside from market-dependent risks, the overall bank-managing process also involves the calculation of investment risk and operational risk in order to both represent all
risks and take into account the ever-growing supervisory requirements.

Risk categories as proportions of overall bank risk as at

Credit risk
Market risk
Liquidity risk
Investment risk
Operational risk
Macroeconomic risk
Buffer, other risks

31.12.2018
The risk capacity analysis thus forms the starting point for keeping risky activities down to a reasonable level in order to ensure
the trouble-free continued existence of Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG while fully exploiting its revenue potential.
The consequences of events that cannot be accounted for adequately or at all using conventional risk assessment methods are
identified by conducting scheduled stress tests. This involves defining stress scenarios for each of the principal risk categories
and analysing the impact of these exceptional situations on the
income statement, our capital adequacy and risk-bearing ability.

Safeguarding deposits
Solidarity association of Raiffeisen Banking
Group Tyrol
Together with Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG, the Raiffeisen
banks of Raiffeisen Banking Group Tyrol have set up a solidarity association that takes suitable action to ensure that association members who get into economic difficulties receive the help
they need.

Raiffeisen deposit guarantee association
This association of Raiffeisen banks, Raiffeisen regional banks
and Raiffeisen Bank International AG reciprocally guarantees all
customer deposits and also the securities issued by members, irrespective of the amounts involved. The deposit guarantee association has a two-tier structure, with the first tier being at the state
level and the second at the federal level. The deposit guarantee
association thus offers customers guarantees which go well beyond those required by law.

Deposit protection arrangements
Directive 2014/49/EU on deposit guarantee systems was implemented in Austria by way of the Deposit Guarantee Schemes
and Investor Compensation Act (ESAEG). The act stipulates that
every guarantee scheme must set up a deposit guarantee fund.
This must be endowed by means of annual prescribed contributions levied from the member banks in the protection scheme
up to the legally prescribed amount of at least 0.8 per cent of
the member banks’ aggregate protected deposits. The protection scheme function at the Raiffeisen Banking Group Austria
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was performed by Österreichische Raiffeisen-Einlagensicherung
eGen (ÖRE) until 31 December 2018. On 1 January 2019, the
Raiffeisen Banking Group Austria switched to the protection
scheme Einlagensicherung AUSTRIA Ges.m.b.H. (ESA), which
will assume the role of the uniform protection scheme as defined
by the ESAEG.
If statutory deposit protection is to be financed by setting up an
ex ante fund as defined by section 13 of the ESAEG, annual contributions must be made in accordance with section 21 of the ESAEG. The contribution sum, in accordance with section 23 of the
ESAEG, is based on the amount of protected deposits and the
nature and extent of the risks to which the respective institution is
exposed. In addition to this, the protection scheme may levy special contributions up to a maximum amount of 0.5 per cent of the
member banks’ aggregate protected deposits per calendar year.
In exceptional cases, this limit can be exceeded if the FMA grants
its permission. In accordance with section 22 of the ESAEG, the
amount of the special contribution is determined as the ratio of
Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG’s most recently due annual contribution to the aggregate amount of the protection scheme members’ most recently due annual contributions. No special contributions were levied in financial year 2018.
In the event of a compensation payout for protected investment
services as defined by section 49 of the ESAEG (investor compensation), the individual bank’s contribution per financial year
is a maximum of 1.5 per cent of the assessment basis in accordance with article 92, paragraph 3, letter a, of the CRR plus 12.5
times the regulatory capital requirements for the position risk in
accordance with part 3, title IV, chapter 2, of the CRR.
Directive 2014/59/EU on the determination of a framework for the
reconstruction and liquidation of financial institutions and investment companies was implemented in Austria by way of the Fed-
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eral Act on the Recovery and Resolution of Banks (BaSAG).

Institutional protection schemes

If the statutory liquidation financing mechanism is to be financed
by setting up an ex ante fund as defined by section 123 of the BaSAG, regular contributions must be made in accordance with section 125 of the BaSAG. The contribution amounts are, in accordance with section 126 of the BaSAG, based on the ratio of the
amount of liabilities, less the bank’s protected deposits to the aggregate liabilities, less protected deposits of all institutions licensed in Austria. These contributions must be adjusted in accordance with the respective institution’s risk profile. No irrevocable
payment obligations were applied. Over and above this, the liquidation authority may, in accordance with section 127 of the BaSAG, levy exceptional retroactive contributions as required. These
contributions are calculated on the basis of the rules used for the
ordinary contributions as defined by section 126 of the BaSAG and
may not exceed three times the ordinary annual contribution.

Pursuant to article 49, paragraph 3, and article 113, paragraph
7, of the CRR, Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG has entered into
a contract with Raiffeisenbank International AG, the other Raiffeisen regional banks and other banks in the Raiffeisen Banking Group for the establishment of an institutional protection
scheme. A contract with identical content has also been concluded between Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG and the 65 Tyrolean Raiffeisen banks. Both contracts serve to safeguard adequate
liquidity and the solvency of the contracting parties. The liability arrangements in these contracts mean, on the one hand, that
the banks party to them do not have to deduct positions in other contracting partners’ equity instruments from their own funds
(article 49, paragraph 3, of the CRR). In addition, the banks may
exclude their exposures vis-à-vis the other parties to the institutional protection scheme when calculating their risk-weighted exposure amounts (article 113, paragraph 7, of the CRR). Both institution-specific protection systems were approved by the financial
supervisory authority by means of a notification.

Research and development report
Given the nature of the sector’s activities, there are no relevant research and development activities to report.

Report on the key features of the internal control
and risk management system in relation to the
accounting process
The management board of Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG applies an effective system of internal controls which ensures that
accounting accurately reflects business circumstances. The internal control system for the accounting process is designed to
ensure an acceptable degree of certainty and accuracy in the
published annual financial statements, in conformity with the statutory provisions of the Austrian Banking Act (BWG), the Austrian Commercial Code (UGB) and the CRR. For this purpose, the
supervisory board and management board call on the expertise and professional skills of the finance department in particular. The supervisory board of Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG is
responsible for monitoring the effectiveness of the internal control system,
while the management board ensures the existence of an appropriate internal control system that has been proven effective for
the account-rendering process. Responsibilities for the individual components and process stages in the accounting system are

clearly specified and assigned to individual departments. The
internal control system for the account-rendering process has
been implemented and is documented in standing instructions.
The internal control system is an integral component of technical and organisational processes due to defined controls such as
the two-person rule, the verification of data quality and plausibility checks. It links risk and compliance and ensures that adequate
controls are implemented and correctly executed in relation to
specific risks. In this way, the separation of sensitive activities is
backed up by restrictions on the granting of IT access authorisation.
The regular exchange of information relevant to the accounting
process within the individual organisational units constitutes one
cornerstone of the internal control system. Internal auditing regularly and independently audits compliance with in-house regulations, including in the accounting department. The head of internal auditing reports directly to the management board.
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Outlook for 2019
Economic situation remains strong
The Austrian economy is in the latter stages of a strong economic
upswing. A fall in growth to 2.0 per cent is anticipated for 2019 in
line with the slowdown seen in the global economy. Austria’s economic high point is therefore behind it, and the economy is now
slowly moving towards a path of stable growth. The unemployment rate, as defined by Eurostat, is continuing to fall, and the
public deficit is being reduced.
According to the chamber of commerce’s economic barometer, half of Tyrolean companies assume that the business situation will remain good. A total of 47 per cent expect the course
of business to be average, while only 4 per cent expect conditions to deteriorate. After two extremely successful years with
strong growth, the signs are pointing towards a slight cooling
down of the Tyrolean economy. This is due to increasing international risks (uncertainty caused by Brexit, trade disputes with the
US and uncertain political and economic development in Italy,
which is Tyrol’s third most important export market). The increase
in procurement costs – especially the effects of rising electricity costs due to the separation of the German–Austrian electricity
price zone since October 2018 – and the very noticeable lack of
skilled professionals have also had a dampening effect.
The greatest support for the economy this year may be private
consumption (real +1.7 per cent for 2019 according to the Austrian Institute of Economic Research 12/2018). Households benefited from relatively high wages, moderate inflation and tax measures such as the family bonus. Trading companies and tourism
and leisure businesses will profit the most from strong consumer development in 2019. Real economic growth of around 2 per
cent is expected in Tyrol in 2019 and is therefore sufficient to further reduce the unemployment rate (from 4.9 per cent in 2018 to
4.6 per cent in 2019). Full employment will therefore be achieved
in Tyrol in summer 2019. The number of employees will increase
in 2019 by around 1.8 per cent to 345,000 people.

Interest rates unchanged for the time being
The European Central Bank’s (ECB) decision to end the net asset purchase programme (APP) at the end of 2018 did not make
monetary policy in the eurozone much more restrictive. It is to
be assumed that the key interest rates will remain unchanged
throughout summer 2019. As the ECB intends to reinvest principal payments from the APP in full for some time after the first interest rate hike, we expect the Euribor rates to be at a similar level
for large parts of 2019. There could be a small upward trend towards the end of 2019. The ECB’s deposit rate is expected to remain the decisive reference interest rate for money market rates
after 2019.

Focus on personal relationships and consulting
quality
We aim to grow in the highly sought-after target group of premium and upscale private clients. We are able to do this by offering
high-quality consulting which we ensure through targeted training and further education measures in sales. We also include internal specialists in consultations with our customers if the com-
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plexity of the product requires it. This dual consultation model
has proven to be a success since its introduction and will become an important cornerstone of our offering. To differentiate
ourselves from our competitors in the long term, we will also focus on personal relationships with our customers in the future
and will encourage and maintain these accordingly.

Investing in tomorrow’s customers
The Youth 2.0 project, which was set up throughout Tyrol and
was developed with the Tyrolean Raiffeisen banks in 2018, forms
the basis of our activities in the important youth target group. We
want to use innovative forms of customer acquisition and new
customer retention elements to reverse the trend in 2019 and further expand our share of customers in the regrowing market. We
regard this step as an important basis for securing our future
leadership in the private customer segment.

Omnichannel expansion
Our customers are increasingly looking for alternative consulting
and completion options. We are therefore consistently working
on making our products and services available in an equivalent
form over connected sales channels. In 2019, we will focus on
and significantly expand our digital sales channel, where our priority will be to improve customer convenience. We are planning
to introduce numerous technological updates in online banking
in the coming year and want to ensure this goes as smoothly as
possible for our customers. We are extending our digital product
range by rolling out several online-obtainable products in 2019
and are also strengthening our skills in this sales channel, which
is very important for our future.

First point of contact for corporate customers
Together with the Tyrolean Raiffeisen banks, Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG is the first point of contact for the regional corporate customer market. A factor in this success is the excellent collaboration with member banks in the underwriting business. This
is to be further developed and improved. The acquisition of new
customers among the top 600 companies in Tyrol was central to
our growth strategy in the past two years and will help us to become the leading bank for corporate customers in Tyrol. The redesigned start-up service is also launching this year with customer acquisition and will help us considerably in our core market to
position ourselves as the first point of contact for corporate customers.

Self-reliance and networking
If we are to be able to tackle future challenges in new working environments, it is vital that our employees develop constantly. Collaborative work in interdisciplinary, flexible structures is a key
factor for success in this respect. We also want to encourage independent action so that complex tasks can be completed more
efficiently. Moreover, we will focus on developing the digital skills
of our employees. In this way, we will help our employees to deal
with the necessary technologically driven changes in our work

Management report

winner of the architectural competition was announced at the end
of March and subsequently presented to the public.

processes in a constructive manner.

Shaping the future
We want to redesign and fully revitalise our building at Adamgasse in the next few years. Under the name DAS RAIQA, we are
developing a quarter in Innsbruck’s city centre which will have
space for interactions and exchanges. There, we will implement
our vision of a bank of the future as an integral component. The

DAS RAIQA is a forward-looking project for our establishment. A
project for all the 65 Tyrolean Raiffeisen banks that own Raiffeisen-Landesbank. And a very clear idea of how we understand
and want to embody banking.

Innsbruck, 20 February 2019
The management board of Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG

Dr Johannes Ortner
Management board chairperson

Reinhard Mayr
Management board deputy chairperson

Thomas Wass
Management board member
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Balance sheet as at 31 December 2018 –
assets

31.12.2018
Euros
1.

Cash on hand and cash at central banks and giro
banks

2.

Public-sector debt securities and bills authorised
for refinancing by the central bank:
a) Public-sector debt securities and similar securities
b) Bills authorised for refinancing by central banks

3.

Receivables from banks:
a) Maturing daily
b) Other receivables

4.

Receivables from customers

5.

Debt securities and other fixed-interest securities
a) From public issuers
b) From other issuers
of which: company bonds

6.

Investments
of which:
in banks

8.

Shares in affiliated companies
of which:
in banks

9.

908,501,799.97

0

762,489,284.88
1,894,804,061.19

2,657,293,346.07

757,752
1,719,451

2,837,940,900.03

12. Other assets
13. Subscribed capital which has been called in but
not yet paid
14. Deferred income
15. Deferred tax assets
TOTAL assets
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1,015,589,662.29

180,459,194.89

872,002

2,477,203
2,611,410

0
895,416
0

30,068,851.80
181,587,963.39

895,416

27,054
182,619
181,493

22,872,911.11
0.00

22,890
0

177,625.67
37,484,672.93
15,009,425.94

11. Holdings in a controlling company or one with a
majority shareholding
of which:
nominal value

872,002
908,501,799.97

0.00
1,015,589,662.29
0.00

Thousands of
euros
247,767

0.00

Intangible fixed assets

10. Property, plant and equipment
of which:
real estate and buildings used by the bank for its
business activities

31.12.2017
Thousands of
euros

141,417,771.59

Equities and other variable-interest securities

7.

Euros

333
36,733
15,691

0.00
0.00

0
0

44,016,064.93

38,895

0.00

0

1,160,840.59

1,432

15,816,952.60

12,858

7,893,929,362.97

7,426,612
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Balance sheet as at 31 December 2018 – liabilities
31.12.2018

1.

2.

Liabilities to banks
a) Maturing daily
b) With an agreed term or period of notice

Euros

Euros

1,733,956,957.18
2,156,940,259.53

3,890,897,216.71

1,718,592
2,043,628

Thousands of
euros

3,762,220

Liabilities to customers:
a) Savings account deposits,
of which:
aa) maturing daily
bb) with an agreed term or period of notice
b) Other liabilities
of which:
aa) maturing daily
bb) with an agreed term or period of notice

3.

31.12.2017
Thousands of
euros

Liabilities evidenced by paper:
a) Debt securities issued
b) Other liabilities evidenced by paper

4.

Other liabilities

5.

Deferred income

6.

Provisions:
a) Provisions for redundancy payments
b) Pension provisions
c) Tax provisions
d) Other

461,397,738.98

466,619

0.00
461,397,738.98
1,458,925,883.88

0
466,619
1,391,787

1,920,323,622.86

826,144,230.86
632,781,653.02
0.00
1,488,506,136.65

735,132
656,655

1,488,506,136.65

6a. Fund for general banking risks

0
1,239,594

1,239,594

41,851,591.06

35,595

4,589,085.42

5,152

9,651,075.86
24,321,780.81
1,716,000.00
11,575,892.54

1,858,406

8,551
23,712
47,264,749.21

0
12,376

44,639

0.00

0

7.

Supplementary capital pursuant to part 2, title I,
chapter 4, of Regulation (EU) No. 575/2013

58,145,500.00

53,766

8.

Additional core capital pursuant to part 2, title I,
chapter 3, of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013

0.00

0

of which: mandatory convertible bonds pursuant to section 26a of the BWG

0.00

0

8b. Instruments with no voting rights pursuant to
section 26a of the BWG
9.

Subscribed capital

10. Capital reserves
a) Allocated
b) Unallocated
11. Revenue reserves:
a) Statutory reserve
b) Reserves required under the articles of association
c) Other reserves
12. Liability reserve pursuant to section 57, paragraph 5, of the BWG
13. Net profit
TOTAL equity and liabilities

79,342,800.00
0.00

0.00

0

84,950,000.00

84,950

79,342,800.00

8,495,000.00
0.00
197,265,891.02

79,343
0

79,343

8,495

205,760,891.02

0
183,850

192,345

67,200,000.00

67,200

5,097,770.04

3,402

7,893,929,362.97

7,426,612
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Below-the-line items
31.12.2018
Euros

Euros

31.12.2017
Thousands of
euros

Thousands of
euros

ASSETS
1.

Foreign assets

1,067,981,224.06

981,759

190,086,131.86

186,526

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES:
1.

Contingent liabilities
of which:
a) acceptances and endorsement liabilities on
negotiated bills
b) liabilities from guarantees and liability from the
furnishing of collateral

2.

liabilities from pension transactions
Liabilities from trust transactions

4.

Imputable regulatory capital pursuant to part
2 of
Regulation (EU) No. 575/2013, of which:
supplementary capital pursuant to part 2, title I,
chapter 4, of Regulation (EU) No. 575/2013

6.
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Foreign liabilities

186,491
404,996,909.42

0.00

361,731
0

0.00

0

470,666,301.20

458,043

45,915,098.85

Regulatory capital requirements pursuant to
article 92 of
Regulation (EU) No. 575/2013, of which:
regulatory capital requirements pursuant to article 92, paragraph 1, letter a, of Regulation (EU)
No. 575/2013
(common equity tier 1 capital ratio in %)
regulatory capital requirements pursuant to article 92, paragraph 1, letter b, of Regulation (EU)
No. 575/2013
(Tier 1 capital ratio in%)
regulatory capital requirements pursuant to article 92, paragraph 1, letter c, of Regulation (EU)
No. 575/2013

0

190,050,694.36

Credit risks
of which:

3.

5.

0.00

44,379
2,945,849,860.51

2,801,440

14.42%

14.77%

14.42%

14.77%

15.98%

16.35%
560,457,971.46

607,469
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Breakdown of the income statement
2018
Euros
1.

Thousands of
euros

136,368,513.86

Interest and similar income
of which:
from fixed-interest securities

Euros

2017

45,207,166.40

Thousands of
euros
139,129

45,194

2.

Interest and similar expenses

83,824,502.72

92,389

I.

NET INTEREST INCOME

52,544,011.14

46,740

3.

Income from securities and investments:
a) Income from equities, other equity interests
and variable-interest securities

4,370.39

880

b) Income from investments

7,868,584.66

380

c) Income from shares in affiliated companies

1,919,586.35

9,792,541.40

7,927

9,187

4.

Commission income

31,005,962.34

30,853

5.

Commission expenses

10,867,925.57

10,282

6.

Profit/loss from financial transactions

1,529,719.75

2,659

7.

Other operating income

9,176,244.27

8,009

II.

OPERATING INCOME

93,180,553.33

87,166

8.

General administrative costs:
a) Personnel costs
of which:
aa) wages and salaries
bb) c
 osts of statutory social security charges and income-dependent charges and
compulsory contributions

33,167

23,327,465.52

21,619

5,721,952.54

5,480

cc) other social security costs

970,161.83

866

dd) p
 ension and welfare costs

2,962,694.28

3,191

609,570.98

808

1,368,339.12

1,203

ee) allocation to pension provision
ff) costs of redundancy payments and contributions to company employee welfare
funds
b) other administrative costs (operating expenses)
9.

34,960,184.27

26,942,225.59

61,902,409.86

26,755

59,922

Impairment losses on assets
included in asset items 9 and 10

2,653,165.27

2,253

10.

Other operating costs

4,439,219.21

3,412

III.

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS

68,994,794.34

65,587

IV.

OPERATING PROFIT

24,185,758.99

21,579
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2018
Euros
IV.

OPERATING PROFIT – amount carried
forward

11./12.

Net expense from impairment losses on accounts receivable and securities valued as
current assets and allocations to provisions
for contingent liabilities as well as income
from the reversal of impairment losses on
accounts receivable and securities valued
as current assets and the reversal of provisions for contingent liabilities

Euros

2017
Thousands of
euros

Thousands of
euros

24,185,758.99

21,579

3,376,172.32

–1,739

Net expense/gain from impairment losses
on securities valued as financial assets
as well as income from the reversal of
impairment losses on securities valued as
financial assets

–1,005,727.03

373

V.

PROFIT FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES

26,556,204.28

20,213

15.

Extraordinary income

0.00

0

13./14.

of which:
withdrawals from the fund for general
banking risks
16.

0.00

Extraordinary expenses
of which:
allocations to the fund for general banking
risks

17.

Extraordinary result
(Subtotal from items 15 and 16)

18.

Taxes on income
of which:
deferred taxes

0
0.00

0.00

0

0
0.00

0

–3,568,864.56

–1,767

2,958,885.32

959

19.

Other taxes not posted under item 18

–4,477,524.48

–4,369

VI.

NET PROFIT FOR THE YEAR

18,509,815.24

14,077

Movements in reserves

–13,415,593.47

–10,677

20.

of which:
allocation to liability reserve

0.00

0

reversal of liability reserve

0.00

0

VII.

PROFIT FOR THE YEAR

21.

Profit carried forward

VIII.

NET PROFIT
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5,094,221.77

3,400

3,548.27

2

5,097,770.04

3,402
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Notes:
Accounting policies
General principles
These annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the provisions of the Austrian Banking Act (Bankwesengesetz – BWG), Regulation (EU) No. 575/2013 (Capital
Requirements Regulation – CRR) and the Austrian Commercial
Code (Unternehmensgesetzbuch – UGB). The annual financial
statements were compiled in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and in compliance with the general requirement to convey, to the maximum extent possible, a true and
fair view of the company’s assets, financial position and earnings.
The annual financial statements were drawn up in compliance
with the principle of completeness.
When valuing individual assets and debts, we complied with the
principle of individual valuation and acted on the assumption of
the company’s continued existence. We applied the prudence
concept in that only those profits realised by the balance sheet
date were reported. All discernible risks and impending losses
were taken into account.

Currency translation
Pursuant to section 58, paragraph 1, of the BWG, amounts in foreign currencies are converted at the ECB reference rates or, if
these are not published, at the mean currency exchange rate
(RBI fixing).
Pursuant to section 58, paragraph 2, of the BWG, forward transactions are converted at the forward rate on the balance sheet
date.

Securities
Fixed-interest securities held as fixed assets are valued either according to the diluted lower-value principle or pursuant to section
56, paragraph 2, of the BWG. Other securities held as fixed assets are valued according to the strict lower-value principle.
Securities forming the cover fund for trust fund monies are fixed
assets and, pursuant to section 2, paragraph 3, of the Austrian
Regulation on the Protection of Money Held in Trust (Mündelsicherheitsverordnung), are valued according to the strict lower-value principle. Pursuant to section 207 of the UGB, securities held
for trading and in current assets are valued according to the strict
lower-value principle. Current asset securities procured to cover
company issues are posted at market value. Securities issued by
the company and held as current assets are reported at their redemption values. Impairment losses were reversed in the amount
of 571,462 euros in accordance with section 208 of the UGB (previous year: 19,000 euros).
Stock market prices or trading participants’ quotes observed on
the market are used to value securities.
The following indicators are suggestive of an inactive market:
significant decline in trading volume or trading activities; available stock market prices or market prices vary considerably over
time or between market participants; stock market prices or market prices are not up to date; a significant increase in bid/ask
spreads. However, taken in isolation, these indicators do not necessarily mean that a market is inactive.

If Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG believes there are indicators of
an inactive market for securities, these securities are reviewed individually for purposes of assessing the nostro securities portfolio of Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG in accordance with the
criterion of an ‘inactive market’. If no suitable market quotes are
available, the price is determined using internal valuation models,
with markups/deductions for creditworthiness, tradeability and issue terms.

Loans, contingent liabilities and credit risks
Individual impairment allowances or provisions were formed to
cover all discernible credit risks. This was done only in the event
of a default. A portfolio impairment allowance was formed for
non-defaulted receivables from customers, corresponding to
credit ratings between 0.0 and 5.0. A reserve pursuant to section
57, paragraph 1, of the BWG was also built up and deducted under item ‘4. Receivables from customers’. The amount of the portfolio value adjustment is calculated based on the valid expected
loss (EL) rates of Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG and is derived
from the ÖRE early detection guide. Receivables from customers
are reported separately – broken down by employed retail customers, self-employed retail customers, corporates and local and
regional governments (LRGs). Guarantees are also to be reported separately. Risk can be reduced by 50 per cent for unused
credit lines and guarantees.
Receivables in foreign currencies are reported separately – broken down by employed retail customers, self-employed retail
customers and corporates. For calculation purposes, the exposure is to be increased by a risk premium in accordance with the
ÖRE early detection guide. A reduced-risk approach is not used
in the calculation of portfolio value adjustments in foreign currencies for guarantees and unused credit lines. Drawdown charges
are recognised in the income statement in the year in which the
credit is granted.

Investments
Investments are valued at their costs of acquisition. Unscheduled
depreciation is applied if – due to sustained losses, reduced equity and/or reduced earning power – a loss of value has occurred
that is expected to be permanent.

Property, plant and equipment and intangible
fixed assets
Pursuant to section 55, paragraph 1, of the BWG in conjunction
with section 204 of the UGB, property, plant and equipment are
valued at their costs of acquisition or manufacture less scheduled depreciation.
Additions made during the first half of the financial year are subject to the full annual depreciation rate, and additions during the
second half-year to half of that rate.
Low-value assets are written off fully in their respective year of
acquisition.
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The useful life on which the scheduled depreciation is based
ranges from 5 to 67 years in the case of immobile assets and
from 3 to 20 years in the case of mobile assets.
Non-scheduled depreciation is undertaken in the event of probable long-term losses of value.

Cost of company issues

Code’ dated June 2016 and in consideration of retirement at the
standard retirement age.
The ten-year average interest rate as at 30.09.2018 with a remaining term of nine years in the amount of 2.95 per cent is used as
the actuarial interest rate (previous year: 3.4 per cent). Annual
increases in the relevant calculation bases are set at 3 per cent
(previous year: 2 per cent) and increases under collective wage
agreements at 1.4 per cent (previous year: 1.4 per cent).

Issue costs and premium or discount are distributed evenly over
the term of the debt.

Other provisions
Pension provision
The provision for pensions is formed using recognised actuarial
principles in accordance with the provisions of sections 198 and
211 of the UGB, as amended by Austria’s 2014 law on changes
in accounting (RÄG 2014), in consideration of AFRAC opinion 27
‘Provisions for pension, severance, anniversary bonus and comparable long-term obligations pursuant to the provisions of the
Austrian Commercial Code’ dated June 2016, applying the entry age normal method and using the AVÖ 2018-P mortality tables recently published by the Actuarial Association of Austria
(AVÖ) (previous year: Pagler & Pagler’s mortality tables – AVÖ
2008). The first use of the AVÖ 2018-P mortality tables resulted
in a difference of 3,779,913 euros, which was recognised in full
as an expense in 2018. The five-year average interest rate as at
30.09.2018 with a remaining term of ten years in the amount of
1.6 per cent is used as the actuarial interest rate (previous year:
1.75 per cent). Annual increases in the relevant calculation bases
in the qualifying period are set at 3 per cent (previous year: 2 per
cent) and 3 per cent for ongoing benefits (previous year: 2 per
cent). No staff turnover deduction is made.

Applying the prudence principle, the other provisions take into
account all discernible risks at the time of preparing these statements, as well as all probable or certain liabilities of uncertain
proportions, for the purpose of setting aside the amounts that are
necessary in our reasonable commercial judgement.

Liabilities
Liabilities are recognised at the higher of their nominal value or
redemption value.

Deferred taxes
Deferred taxes are calculated on temporary differences that result from a comparison between carrying amounts in financial
statements and carrying amounts for tax purposes and are eliminated in subsequent periods. Deferred tax assets and deferred
tax liabilities are offset. Deferred taxes are calculated at the applicable tax rate of 25 per cent.

Provisions for severance obligations and similar obligations

Reference to the disclosure media pursuant to
section 434 of the CRR

Provisions for severance obligations and the obligation to pay
service anniversary bonuses as at the balance sheet date have
been calculated according to actuarial principles in accordance
with the provisions of section 198 and section 211 of the UGB, as
amended by Austria’s 2014 law on changes in accounting (RÄG
2014), in consideration of AFRAC opinion 27 ‘Provisions for pension, severance, anniversary bonus and comparable long-term
obligations pursuant to the provisions of the Austrian Commercial

Pursuant to article 434 of the CRR, banks are required to disclose
information about their organisational structure, risk management and risk capital situation at least once a year. This information is published on the Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG website
(www.rlb-tirol.at).

Notes to the balance sheet
Breakdown of maturity dates
The maturity dates of receivables from banks not maturing daily are classified as follows:

Remaining term

31.12.2018

Previous year

In euros

In thousands of euros

Up to 3 months

249,736,658

212,917

3 months to 1 year

522,858,396

373,111

1 year to 5 years

663,703,341

863,331

5 years or more

424,661,027

220,264
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The maturity dates of receivables from non-banks not maturing daily are classified as follows:

Remaining term

31.12.2018

Previous year

In euros

In thousands of euros

Up to 3 months

164,103,102

160,692

3 months to 1 year

447,362,599

421,608

1 year to 5 years

942,148,769

849,531

1,237,285,471

1,122,504

5 years or more

The maturity dates of payables to banks not maturing daily are classified as follows:

Remaining term

31.12.2018

Previous year

In euros

In thousands of euros

Up to 3 months

273,217,764

268,025

3 months to 1 year

210,455,998

254,805

1,008,046,214

918,438

660,539,520

598,150

1 year to 5 years
5 years or more

The maturity dates of payables from non-banks not maturing daily are classified as follows:

Remaining term

31.12.2018

Previous year

In euros

In thousands of euros

Up to 3 months

299,208,048

257,554

3 months to 1 year

250,533,194

292,837

1 year to 5 years

291,673,391

236,535

5 years or more

252,764,759

336,349

In 2019, debt securities and other fixed-interest securities held beneficially in the amount of 75,262,146 euros (previous year: 97,111,000
euros) are going to mature.

Securities
The securities admitted for trading (see asset items 5 and 6) are classified as listed and unlisted as follows:

Description
Debt securities and other fixed-interest securities
Previous year (in thousands of euros)
Equities and other variable-interest securities
Previous year (in thousands of euros)

Listed

Unlisted

In euros

In euros

1,005,915,965
(886,466)

0
(0)

0
(1,974)

30,068,705
(25,069)

The securities admitted for trading (see asset items 5 and 6) are classified according to the nature of their valuation as follows:

Description

Valued as fixed assets

Valued as current assets

In euros

In euros

996,433,606
(870,984)

9,482,359
(15,482)

29,998,705
(1,974)

70,000
(0)

Debt securities and other fixed-interest securities
Previous year (in thousands of euros)
Equities and other variable-interest securities
Previous year (in thousands of euros)
The listed securities are held for long-term investment purposes.
The securities not valued as fixed assets were procured for securities trading purposes. Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG keeps a

small securities trading book. As at the balance sheet date, the
carrying amount of the trading book positions amounted to 0 euros (previous year: 0 thousands of euros).
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Fixed assets
The base value of the real estate included in asset item 10 amounts to 12,947,594 euros (previous year: 12,132,000 euros).
See appendix 1 in relation to the composition and development of fixed assets.

Other assets
Other assets include accrued interest income totalling 17,165,497 euros (previous year: 16,284,000 euros), which will produce cash inflows after the balance sheet date as well as trust receivables due from Österreichische Raiffeisen-Einlagensicherung eGen and Raiffeisen-Einlagensicherung Tirol eGen in the amount of 11,835,198 euros (previous year: 9,560,000 euros) deriving from the establishment of an institution-specific protection system at the federal and/or state level.

Deferred tax assets
The tax deferral for deferred tax assets results from differences in:
• social capital reserves
• fixed provisions
• undervaluations pursuant to section 57 of the BWG
• individual impairment losses not recognised for tax purposes
• the distribution of depreciation on investments in legal entities
The tax deferral for deferred tax liabilities results from differences in:
• property, plant and equipment in connection with the reversal of untaxed reserves
• Investments
The deferred tax assets are greater than the deferred tax liabilities, which gives rise to tax relief.

Share capital
The share capital amounts to 84,950,000 euros (previous year: 84,950,000 euros) and is composed of 84,950 (previous year: 84,950)
ordinary shares with a notional value of 1,000 euros each.

Supplementary capital
The following subordinated loans as defined by section 64, paragraph 1, line 5, of the BWG existed in financial year 2018:

Description

Amount (in
euros)

Interest rate

Maturity

RLB Tyrol regulatory capital – bond
ISIN: AT0000A0G009

10,376,500

5.100%

17.12.2019

RLB Tyrol regulatory capital – floater
ISIN: AT0000A0G017

3,445,000

1.439%
variable

17.12.2019

Raiffeisen Tyrol
Subordinated bond
ISIN: AT0000A143L7

10,000,000

3.000%

19.12.2023

Raiffeisen Tyrol
Subordinated bond
ISIN: AT0000A193Q1

12,298,000

2.500%

02.09.2024

Raiffeisen Tyrol
Subordinated bond
ISIN: AT0000A1HN26

4,015,000

5%
from 25.01.2018
3.250%

26.01.2026

Raiffeisen Tyrol
Subordinated bond
ISIN: AT0000A1LKJ5

3,631,000

5%
From 12.07.2018
2.750%

13.07.2026

Raiffeisen Tyrol
Subordinated bond
ISIN: AT0000A1SF56

10,000,000

5.000%

22.02.2027

Raiffeisen Tyrol
Subordinated bond
ISIN: AT0000A23K51

4,380,000

2.000%

02.10.2028

These bonds constitute supplementary capital in accordance with article 63 of the CRR. Redemption is permitted prior to liquidation
only if the net losses incurred during the term are deducted pro rata. These bonds are subordinated.
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Schedule for the consolidation of tier 1 capital and supplementary capital (section 64,
paragraph 1, line 16, of the BWG)

Regulatory capital
Subscribed capital
Capital reserves
Revenue reserves
Other reserves
Tier 1 capital before deductions
Deductions
TIER 1 CAPITAL
Supplementary capital before deductions

31.12.2018

31.12.2017

In euros

In thousands of euros

84,950,000

84,950

79,342,800

79,343

193,436,028

182,516

67,200,000

67,200

424,928,828

414,009

–177,626

–345

424,751,202

413,664

46,915,099

45,379

Deductions

–1,000,000

–1,000

SUPPLEMENTARY CAPITAL

45,915,099

44,379

470,666,301

458,043

REGULATORY CAPITAL

Capital ratios
Common equity tier 1 capital
Minimum requirement common equity
tier 1 capital

2018
ratio

2018
in euros

2017
ratio

2017
in thousands of
euros

14.42%

424,751,202

14.77%

413,664

132,564,243

4.50%

4.50%

Common equity tier 1 capital surplus
Tier 1 capital
Minimum requirement tier 1 capital

292,187,959
14.42%

424,751,202

14.77%

413,664

6.00%

176,750,991

6.00%

168,086

Tier 1 capital surplus
Total capital
Minimum requirement total capital

126,065
287,599

248,000,211

245,578

15.98%

470,666,301

16.35%

458,043

8.00%

235,667,989

8.00%

224,115

Total capital surplus

234,998,312

233,928

Provisions and other liabilities
Other provisions (LIABILITIES, item 6d) include the following main items:

Provision for

31.12.2018

Previous year

In euros

In thousands of euros

Negative interest

2,892,855

1,160

Anniversary bonuses

2,887,953

2,438

Open interest rate swaps

1,670,000

1,550

Other liabilities additionally include expenses arising from interest accruals in the amount of 24,683,763 euros (previous year:
24,599,000 euros) and foreign currency measurements of derivatives in the amount of 0 euros (previous year: 0), which will produce
cash inflows after the balance sheet date.
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List pursuant to section 64, paragraph 1, line 8, of the BWG of assets pledged as security
The following assets serve as cover stock for trust funds taken in the amount of 5,731,969 euros (previous year: 6,187,000 euros) in the
meaning of section 66 of the BWG and section 2, paragraph 1, of the Regulation on the Protection of Money Held in Trust:

Variable-income gilt-edged securities

31.12.2018

Previous year

In euros

In thousands of euros

7,584,000

7,584

As of the balance sheet date, fixed-interest and variable-interest securities amounting to 106,099,027 euros (previous year: 48,895,000
euros) and receivables totalling 1,264,858,209 euros (previous year: 1,103,428,000 euros) were furnished as security for obligations
from the following transactions:

31.12.2018

Previous year

In euros

In thousands of euros

1,058,669,000

875,169

ECB tenders

700,000,000

700,000

EIB refinancing arrangements

115,342,638

45,938

Solid bank bonds with Raiffeisen public financing

59,734,000

55,689

Export fund loans

34,374,860

34,633

GSA cash supply

11,449,018

11,635

Raiffeisen public finance

6,625,263

7,632

Eurex margin and funds

5,117,742

0

0

25,000

Solid bank bonds with hypothecary coverage funds

Repurchase agreements (repos)

Supplementary details
The balance sheet includes the following foreign currency amounts converted into euros:

Assets

Previous year

Liabilities

Previous year

In euros

In thousands of euros

In euros

In thousands of euros

497,474,686

472,829

159,391,511

92,837

The following subordinated assets are included in the balance sheet:

Asset items
Receivables from banks
Receivables from customers
Debt securities and other fixed-interest securities
Equities and other variable-interest securities
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Carrying amount as at 31/12/2018

Previous year

In euros

In thousands of euros

30,664

581

0

282

7,930,340

4,518

0

1,985
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As at the balance sheet date, we held the following derivative financial instruments (in thousands of euros):
Category and type

Banking
book

Remaining terms of nominal values

Market value, positive

Market
value, negative

Up to 1 year

1 to 5 years

More than 5
years

4,946,808

278,072

2,374,454

2,294,282

91,197

231,088

(4,365,218)

(213,509)

(2,032,606)

(2,119,104)

(91,641)

(246,861)

0

0

0

0

0

0

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

Interest rate options –
purchase

230,850

20,477

172,248

38,125

4,227

489

Previous year

(247,079)

(13,213)

(197,683)

(36,182)

(4,961)

(500)

Interest rate options – sale

213,593

20,477

169,995

23,121

603

4,836

Previous year

(244,879)

(29,213)

(195,166)

(20,500)

(660)

(5,618)

Interest rate derivatives
Interest rate swaps
Previous year

Interest rate futures – sale
Previous year

Exchange rate derivatives
Currency futures

0

0

0

0

0

0

(328)

(328)

(0)

(0)

(7)

(7)

Currency and interest rate
swaps

494,215

199,202

244,498

50,515

663

2,699

Previous year

(485,411)

(104,573)

(315,213)

(65,625)

(7,650)

(504)

Previous year

Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG has no derivative financial instruments in its trading book. Derivative financial instruments are recognised at their fair values, with ‘fair value’ meaning the value of
an item on a specified date. For derivatives, the value is determined on the basis of the fair market value, which is the amount
for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between knowledgeable, willing parties in an arm’s-length transaction. If quoted prices on active markets are available, these are
used for valuation purposes. In the case of financial instruments
with no stock market price, we use internal measurement models
applying current market parameters, in particular the cash value
method and the option price model. Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol
AG uses derivatives to hedge both market risks (particularly interest risks) and the interest result for certain financial assets, liabilities and executory contracts. The underlying transactions are
holdings of RLB’s own securities, issues, promissory notes, registered bonds, term deposits at banks, customer deposits, customer borrowings and derivatives. The hedging transactions are
interest rate swaps, forward rate agreements and interest rate options. In financial year 2018, payments arising from close-out net-

Hedge derivatives

ting agreements were assigned to the underlying transaction in
the amount of 240,438 euros (previous year: 499,000 euros) and
offset against the expenses and income resulting from the underlying transaction. The aim of these activities is to reduce income volatility. Derivative transactions not offset by proven hedging mechanisms should be valued by application of the imparity
principle. A proven micro-hedging relationship allows the simultaneous recognition of counteracting effects in the underlying
transaction. The effectiveness of the various hedging interrelationships is measured chiefly by demonstrating the counteraction
of key parameters of the underlying and hedging transactions.
This critical term match constitutes evidence of effectiveness
both prospectively and retrospectively. For the remaining exposures, this is done by matching the basis point values. In this context, effectiveness means the relationship between the change in
the cash value (of that underlying transaction) as a result of hedging the underlying transaction and the change in the cash value
of the derivative used for hedging purposes. Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG recognises hedging relationships as such only if
they are likely to become effective during their entire term.

Fair value

Negative market value

In euros

In euros

Cap floor
Previous year (in thousands of euros)

–776,811
(–498)

–5,425,217
(–5,767)

Swaps
Previous year (in thousands of euros)

–141,806,922
(–148,833)

–230,575,210
(–225,643)

Total
Previous year (in thousands of euros)

–142,583,733
(–149,331)

–236,000,427
(–231,410)

A provision totalling 1,670,000 euros for open interest rate swaps was formed in the financial year under review (previous year:
1,550,000 euros). Asset item 12. ‘Other assets’ includes option premiums in the amount of 3,414,661 euros (previous year: 3,391,000
euros). Asset item 14. ‘Deferred expenses’ includes deferred upfront payments for interest rate swaps in the amount of 437,638 euros
(previous year: 498,000 euros). Liability item 4. ‘Other liabilities’ includes option premiums in the amount of 2,920,299 euros (previous
year: 3,052,000 euros). Liability item 5. ‘Deferred expenses’ includes deferred upfront payments for interest rate swaps in the amount
of 1,842,496 euros (previous year: 1,715,000 euros).
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Notes to the income statement
Costs of subordinated liabilities
During the year under review, payments for subordinated liabilities totalling 1,987,523 euros were made (previous year: 1,958,000 euros).

Other operating income
The other operating income posted in the income statement under item 7 breaks down into the following principal items:

Description of item

2018

Previous year

In euros

In thousands of euros

Income from banking activities

2,725,000

2,880

Rental income

1,000,377

1,047

970,909

225

Reimbursement of costs for Raiffeisen bank services

Other operating costs
The other operating expenses posted in the income statement under item 10 break down into the following principal items:

Description of item

2018

Previous year

In euros

In thousands of euros

Contributions to the resolution fund

2,364,768

1,474

Contributions for deposit protection

779,517

800

Charged operating and heating costs

311,375

304
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Other details
Employee details
In financial year 2018 (2017), the bank employed an average of 335.6 (324.7) white-collar staff and 10.0 (10.1) blue-collar staff.

Advances and loans to, as well as contingent claims on, members of the
management board and supervisory board
The advances and loans to, as well as the contingent claims on, members of the management board and supervisory
board break down as follows:

Bodies

2018

Previous year

In euros

In thousands of euros

Management board

222,902

46

Supervisory board

275,313

283

The loans to members of the management board and supervisory board were granted on normal industry terms and conditions.
In the present financial year, 125,000 euros was repaid (previous year: 44,000 euros).

Severance payments and pension costs
The sums paid to management board members, senior executives and other employees in 2018 for severance payments and pensions
break down as follows:

Group

2018

Previous year

In euros

In thousands of euros

Management board and senior executives

1,610,107

1,896

Other employees

3,327,750

3,267

Costs of overall remuneration for the management board and supervisory board
The sums paid in financial year 2018 to members of the management board and supervisory board break down as follows:

Bodies

2018

Previous year

In euros

In thousands of euros

202,800

203

1,289,025

1,294

509,698

595

2018

Previous year

0.23%

0.19%

Supervisory board
Management board
Former members of the management
board/managers

Disclosures pursuant to section 64(1), line 19, of the BWG

Return on investment pursuant to
section 64(1), line 19, of the BWG
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Authorised capital
In accordance with section 169 of the Austrian Stock Corporation Act (AktG), the management board is authorised, with the supervisory board’s consent, to increase the company’s share capital within five years after the entry of the corresponding change to the articles
of association in the commercial register by up to 27,450,000 euros (previous year: 27,450,000 euros) by issuing up to 27,450 new registered shares (previous year: 27,450), in several tranches if required, against a contribution in cash while safeguarding shareholders’
subscription rights and to set the issue price and detailed terms of issue.

Events after the reporting date
To date, there have been no business cases or other transactions that would be of special public interest or have a significant impact
on the 2018 financial statements.

Management board’s proposed profit appropriation pursuant to section 96 of the AktG
The net profit for financial year 2018 came to 5,097,770.04 euros. The management board proposes distributing a dividend for financial
year 2018 of 60.00 euros for each share of the eligible share capital of 84,950,000.00 euros, divided into 84,950 registered shares, and
carrying forward the remainder to new account.

Members of the management board and supervisory board
During the financial year 2018, the following persons served as members of the management board and the supervisory board:
a) Management board:

Dr Johannes ORTNER
Reinhard MAYR
Thomas WASS

Management board chairperson
Management board deputy chairperson
Management board member

b) Supervisory board:

Dr Michael MISSLINGER
Peter-Roman BACHLER
Johannes GOMIG, MBA
Berthold BLASSNIG
Josef CHODAKOWSKY
Stefan HOTTER
Martina LEITNER
Martin LORENZ
Andreas MANTL
Erich PLANK
Gallus REINSTADLER
Johann THALER

Supervisory board chairperson
Supervisory board deputy chairperson
Supervisory board deputy chairperson
Supervisory board member
Supervisory board member
Supervisory board member
Supervisory board member
Supervisory board member
Supervisory board member
Supervisory board member
Supervisory board member
Supervisory board member

Delegates of the works council:
Doris BERGMANN
Heinz HOFER
Dr Wolfgang KUNZ
Dietmar PUTSCHNER
Klaus SAIGER
Claudia SCHLITTLER
c) State commissioners:
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Dr Erwin TRAWÖGER
Erich WALDECKER
Andreas UMLAUF

State councillor (until 30.04.2018)
Manager (since 01.05.2018)
Senior civil servant
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Being close to people is more than just an advertising promise at Raiffeisen. Employees at Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol
AG have been committed to people who need support for many years. During the 2018 Christmas campaign, they donated 26,500 euros to support children with cancer – a new record.
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Statement of fixed asset movements 2018
Costs of acquisition and manufacture

Asset items

As at
01.01.2018

(of which)
interest

Accruals

Reclassifications

Disposals

As at
31.12.2018

In euros

In euros

In euros

In euros

In euros

In euros

2. a) Public-sector debt securities and
similar securities

866,752,323

38,833,855

0

556,801

0

905,029,377

3. Receivables from banks

249,950,000

250,000,000

0

75,000,000

0

424,950,000

1,800,000

0

0

0

0

1,800,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

875,218,305

217,619,256

0

92,028,448

0

1,000,809,113

0

0

0

0

0

0

26,993,573

4,999,896

0

1,994,764

0

29,998,705

188,057,884

918,285

0

75

0

188,976,094

185,913,051

916,285

0

22,890,411

208,500

0

0

0

4. Receivables from customers
5. Debt securities and other fixed-interest
securities
a) Public-sector issuers
b) Other issuers
of which: own debt securities
6. Equities and other variable-interest
securities
7. Investments
of which: in banks
8. Shares in affiliated companies
of which: in banks
9. Intangible fixed assets
10. Property, plant and equipment
of which:
real estate and buildings used by the
bank for its business activities
Total
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0

0

186,829,336

35,000

0

23,063,911

0

0

0

9,703,788

34,764

0

0

0

9,738,552

97,459,180

3,831,625

0

1,144,485

0

100,146,320

38,311,558

0

0

8,923

0

38,302,635

2,338,825,464

516,446,181

0

170,759,573

0

2,684,512,072
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Cumulative depreciation
As at
01.01.2018

Depreciation in
accounting
year

Carrying amounts

Reclassifications

Write-ups

As at
31.12.2018

Disposals

Carrying
amount
as at
31.12.2017

Carrying
amount
as at
31.12.2018

In euros

In euros

In euros

In euros

In euros

In euros

In euros

In euros

11,504,222

2,436,867

0

0

556,801

13,384,288

855,248,101

891,645,089

0

0

0

0

0

0

249,950,000

424,950,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

1,800,000

1,800,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4,234,503

707,404

566,400

0

0

4,375,507

870,983,802

996,433,606

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

20,540

0

0

0

20,540

0

26,973,033

29,998,705

5,438,511

1,949,620

0

0

0

7,388,131

182,619,373

181,587,963

4,420,521

1,949,620

0

0

0

6,370,141

181,492,530

180,459,195

0

191,000

0

0

0

191,000

22,890,411

22,872,911

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9,370,968

189,958

0

0

0

9,560,926

332,820

177,626

60,726,184

2,463,207

0

0

527,744

62,661,647

36,732,996

37,484,673

22,620,764

676,571

0

0

4,126

23,293,209

15,690,794

15,009,426

91,294,928

7,938,056

566,400

0

1,105,085

97,561,499

2,247,530,536

2,586,950,573
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Auditor’s report
Report on the annual financial statements
Audit opinion
I audited the annual financial statements of
Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG,
Innsbruck,
comprising the balance sheet as at 31 December 2018, the income statement for the financial year ending on that date and the
notes.
In my opinion, the enclosed annual financial statements comply with the legal requirements and, to the maximum extent possible, give a true and fair view of the company’s assets and financial position as at 31 December 2018 and the company’s
earnings for the financial year ending on that date in accordance
with the provisions of Austrian corporate and banking law.
Basis of the audit opinion
I conducted my audit in accordance with EU Regulation No.
537/2014 (hereinafter, ‘EU Regulation’) and the Austrian generally accepted principles for the audit of financial statements. These
principles require the application of the International Standards
on Auditing (ISA). My responsibilities in accordance with these
provisions and standards are described in more detail in the section ‘Auditor’s responsibilities in the audit of the annual financial
statements’ of this auditor’s report. I am independent of the company in compliance with the provisions of Austrian corporate and
professional law and fulfilled my other professional obligations in
compliance with these requirements. I believe that the audit evidence I obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis
for my audit opinion.
Particularly important audit issues
Particularly important audit issues are those issues that were the
most significant for my audit of the annual financial statements
after a due assessment of the circumstances. These issues were
taken into account in the context of my audit of the annual financial statements and the formation of my audit opinion. I do not issue a separate audit opinion on these issues.
Three such issues were identified during the audit and are described in the following:
1. Valuation of receivables from customers
Issue and risk for the annual financial statements
Receivables from customers are reported in the annual financial statements of RLB Tirol AG as at 31 December 2018 in the
amount of 2,837,941,000 euros in consideration of risk provisions
and an undervaluation in accordance with section 57, paragraph
1, of the BWG.
The company describes the procedure used to determine the
risk provisions in the notes under ‘1. Accounting and valuation
methods’ in section 1.4. Further explanations can be found under
‘2. Notes to the balance sheet’ in section 2.1 and in the management report under ‘Credit risk’ in the risk report.
In the context of loan monitoring, the bank reviews whether there is a risk of default and whether specific risk provisions
should therefore be made. This also includes an assessment as
to whether customers can provide the contractually agreed return
funds in full without realising collateral.
The calculation of risk provisions for defaulting customers is
based on an analysis of the expected future return funds. The
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analysis is shaped by the assessment of the customer’s economic situation and development, the valuation of loan collateral and an estimate of the amount and timing of the resulting return funds.
For all loans that have not defaulted, the bank establishes a
rating-dependent portfolio value adjustment based on a statistical valuation model.
This model includes customer obligations and collateral. Parameters underpinning statistical assumptions include, in particular, the probability of default based on customers’ credit ratings
and the loss rate of the collateral.
The risk for the annual financial statements arises as the identification of impending loan defaults and the determination of
credit risk provisions are based on the aforementioned assumptions and estimates to a varying degree, which gives rise to discretionary factors and uncertainties in estimating the amount of
credit risk provisions.
Audit approach
I analysed and assessed the documentation available on the processes for the granting and monitoring of customer loans and
formation of risk provisions to determine whether these processes were capable of identifying impending loan defaults and ensuring the proper valuation of customer receivables. I also reviewed process workflows and major controls and tested the
design and implementation of key controls as well as their effectiveness on a sample basis.
With regard to individually significant customers, I examined
– based on a sample of loans – whether there were any indications of loan defaults and whether credit risk provisions were established in a suitable amount. The samples were selected on
a risk-oriented basis in particular consideration of rating grades
with a higher default risk. In assessing indications of loan defaults, the assumptions made by the bank were examined with regard to the timing and amount of return cash flows. As regards internal collateral valuations, I assessed on a sample basis whether
the assumptions made were adequate.
For provisions for defaulting customers, I verified and assessed the model and the parameters used therein to determine
whether they were capable of determining the provisions in a
suitable amount.
In reviewing portfolio value adjustments, I assessed the model
and the parameters used therein – in consideration of the results
of the back testing carried out by the bank – to determine whether the assumptions made in relation to the customer portfolio
were suitable and whether they were capable of determining the
provisions in a suitable amount.
I verified the calculation of the provisions.
I also assessed whether the disclosures on the valuation of
customer receivables in the notes were appropriate.
2. Valuation of securities and derivative financial instruments
Issue and risk for the annual financial statements
In the annual financial statements of RLB Tirol AG, the fair values
used to value securities and derivative financial instruments are
based on observable market prices or are determined using valuation models. Derivative financial instruments are largely used to
form hedging relationships.
The company describes the process used to value securities
and derivative financial instruments and that used to form hedging relationships in the notes under ‘1. Accounting and valuation
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methods’ in section 1.3 and under ‘2. Notes to the balance sheet’
in section 2.12.
When determining the fair values of securities and derivative
financial instruments for which no market prices or adequately
observable market data is available for a valuation, the valuation
is discretionarily based on internal valuation models and the assumptions and parameters contained therein.
Moreover, requirements relating to the documentation of the
hedging relationship and the effectiveness of the same must be
met if hedging relationships are to be formed.
The risk for the annual financial statements arises as the assumptions and parameters contained in the valuation models
used to determine fair values are largely discretionary and the
formal and material requirements of hedging relationships may
not be met.

and is therefore associated with a significant degree of estimation uncertainty.

Audit approach
I examined the guidelines implemented by the bank and the documentation on the processes established for valuing securities
and derivative financial instruments and tested the effectiveness
of the main controls on a sample basis.
I assessed the suitability and consistent application of the valuation models and the underlying valuation parameters for determining fair values. I compared the main parameters used with externally accessible values and verified the calculation of the fair
values on a sample basis.
I assessed hedging relationships in particular to determine
whether the hedging relationship and the effectiveness of the
hedge were documented and in line with the bank’s internal
guidelines. I critically assessed the suitability of the effectiveness
tests carried out by the bank.
I also reviewed whether the disclosures in the notes relating to
the valuation methods and the formation of hedging relationships
were suitable and complete.

Responsibilities of the legal representatives
and the audit committee for the annual financial statements

3. Value of the shares in
Raiffeisen Bank International AG
The shares in Raiffeisen Bank International AG (RBI), which is
also the central institution of RLB Tirol AG, are reported at acquisition cost under the balance sheet item ‘Investments’ in the
amount of 174,046,000 euros in the annual financial statements
of RLB Tirol AG as at 31 December 2018. The subsequent valuation of the shares in RBI is based on the diluted lower-value principle in consideration of the acquisition cost principle. Therefore,
if the fair value is expected to be permanently lower than the investment carrying amount, a write-down will be made. If it transpires in a subsequent financial year that the reasons for this
cease to exist, the write-down will be reversed in the amount of
the increase in value in consideration of the acquisition cost principle.
The company describes the procedure used to value investments in the notes under ‘1. Accounting and valuation methods’
in section 1.5 and under ‘2. Notes to the balance sheet’ in section 2.3.
The fair value was determined on the basis of a discounted
cash flow method. The company’s valuation on the basis of an
external report showed that the fair value determined exceeds the
carrying amount of the investment.
The risk for the annual financial statements arises as the result of this valuation is highly dependent on the legal representatives’ estimate of future cash inflows and the discount rate used

Audit approach
I assessed the estimate made by the legal representatives with
regard to the existence of impairment indicators and evaluated
the valuation of the shares in RBI based on an external report.
I reviewed the suitability of the bases of this external report,
particularly the valuation model. I reviewed the parameters used
and the discount rate by comparing them with capital market
data as well as company-specific data and market expectations.
I compared the future cash inflows used in the external report
with the group’s plans and analysed and assessed the adherence to plans based on company documentation in particular.

The legal representatives are responsible for preparing the annual financial statements and for ensuring that they give, to the
maximum extent possible, a true and fair view of the company’s
assets, financial position and earnings in compliance with the
provisions of Austrian corporate and banking law. Moreover, the
legal representatives are responsible for the internal controls that
they consider necessary to ensure that annual financial statements can be prepared that are free from material misrepresentations, whether intended or unintended.
During the preparation of the annual financial statements, the
legal representatives are responsible for assessing the company’s ability to continue as a going concern, identifying issues relating to the company’s continued existence as a going concern,
if relevant, and applying the going concern principle unless the
legal representatives intend either to liquidate the company or
cease corporate activities or have no realistic alternative to this.
The audit committee is responsible for monitoring the company’s
accounting processes.

Auditor’s responsibilities in the audit of the annual financial statements
My aims are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
annual financial statements are, as a whole, free from material
misrepresentations, whether intended or unintended, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes my audit opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance but no guarantee that
an audit conducted in accordance with the EU Regulation and
the Austrian generally accepted principles for the audit of financial statements, which require the application of the ISA, will always uncover material misrepresentations, if such exist. Misrepresentations may stem from fraudulent activities or mistakes and
are considered to be material if it can reasonably be expected
that they, either individually or as a whole, will influence the economic decisions made by users on the basis of these annual financial statements.
In accordance with the EU Regulation and the Austrian generally accepted principles for the audit of financial statements,
which require the application of the ISA, part of my audit work entails a due assessment of circumstances throughout the entire
audit process and a critical attitude.
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The following also applies:
• I identify and assess the risks of material misrepresentations
in the annual financial statements, whether intended or unintended, plan audit activities in response to these risks, carry
them out and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my audit opinion. The risk that
material misrepresentations resulting from fraudulent activities will remain uncovered is greater than the risk that those
resulting from mistakes will remain uncovered as fraudulent
activities may involve fraudulent cooperation, falsification, intentional incompleteness, misleading presentations and the
cancellation of internal controls.
• I gain an understanding of the internal control system relevant
to the audit in order to plan audit activities that are appropriate in the given circumstances, but not with the aim of issuing
an audit opinion on the effectiveness of the company’s internal control system.
• I assess the suitability of the accounting methods applied by
the legal representatives and the viability of the estimated values presented by the legal representatives in the accounts
and related disclosures.
• I draw conclusions as to the suitability of the application of
the going concern principle by the legal representatives and,
based on the audit evidence obtained, as to whether there is
any material uncertainty in relation to events or circumstances
that may raise significant doubts about the company’s ability
to continue as a going concern. If I conclude that there is material uncertainty, I am obliged to draw attention to the relevant
disclosures in the annual financial statements in my auditor’s
report or, if these disclosures are inappropriate, to modify my
audit opinion. I draw my conclusions on the basis of the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of my auditor’s report. However, future events or circumstances may jeopardise the company’s continued existence as a going concern.
• I assess the overall presentation, structure and content of the
annual financial statements, including disclosures, and whether the annual financial statements present the underlying
transactions and events in a way that gives a true and fair view
to the maximum extent possible.

in compliance with applicable legal requirements.
The legal representatives are responsible for preparing the
management report in compliance with the provisions of Austrian
corporate and banking law.
I conducted my audit in accordance with the professional
standards on audits of management reports.
Decision
In my opinion, the management report was prepared in accordance with the applicable legal requirements and is in accordance
with the annual financial statements.
Declaration
No material incorrect disclosures were found in the management
report in consideration of the findings obtained and the insight
gained into the company and its environment in the audit of the
annual financial statements.

Additional disclosures in accordance with Article 10 of the EU Regulation
I was appointed as bank auditor for financial year 2018 by the
Austrian Raiffeisen Association as the auditing association for the
statutory audit of the annual financial statements responsible for
the company within the meaning of the BWG. I have continuously worked as a bank auditor since the audit of the annual financial
statements 2016.
I declare that the audit opinion provided under ‘Report on the
annual financial statements’ is in accordance with the additional report provided to the audit committee pursuant to Article 11 of
the EU Regulation.
I declare that I have not provided any prohibited non-audit services (Article 5(1) of the EU Regulation) and that I preserved my
independence from the audited company during the execution of
the audit.

Responsible association auditor
The association auditor responsible for the audit is Mr Wilhelm
Foramitti.
Vienna, 20 February 2019
Auditor appointed by the Austrian Raiffeisen Association:

I exchange views with the audit committee on the planned scope
and planned schedule of the audit as well as on significant audit
findings, including any material defects in the internal control system that I discover during my audit.
Of the issues that I discussed with the audit committee, I identify those issues that were the most significant for the audit of the
annual financial statements and are therefore the particularly important audit issues. I describe these issues in my auditor’s report unless laws or other legal provisions preclude the public disclosure of the issue or unless I decide in extremely rare cases
that an issue should not be included in my auditor’s report as it
can reasonably be expected that the negative consequences of
such disclosure would outweigh any public benefits.

Other statutory and legal requirements
Report on the management report
I am required by the provisions of Austrian corporate law to audit
the management report to determine whether it is in accordance
with the annual financial statements and whether it was prepared
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Wilhelm Foramitti
Association auditor
The publication or dissemination of the annual financial statements together with my auditor’s report is permitted only in the
version approved by me. This auditor’s report refers exclusively
to the German version of the full annual financial statements, including the management report. Any diverging versions are subject to the provisions of section 281, paragraph 2, of the UGB.
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Supervisory board report to the general meeting
The supervisory board of Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG formed
the following six committees that fulfil the responsibilities transferred to them by law, the articles of association and the rules of
procedure in the name and on behalf of the entire supervisory
board:
• Working committee
• Audit committee
• Risk committee
• Remuneration committee
• Nominating committee
• General committee

during the financial year 2018.
The supervisory board’s audit committee examined the annual financial statements for financial year 2018, including notes, in detail and found them to be in order. The supervisory board also
examined the annual financial statements and found them to be
in compliance with the duly maintained ledgers and accounting
documents. The management report presented by the management board is in conformity with the annual financial statements.
These checks did not give any grounds to raise objections.
The supervisory board also concurs with the management
board’s profit appropriation proposal.

The committees always dealt extensively with the matters assigned to them in financial year 2018. The committee chairperson
provided the supervisory board with comprehensive reports on
meetings and their outcomes.
The supervisory board held five ordinary meetings in 2018 with
an average attendance rate of 92.2 per cent and made decisions
by way of circular resolution on three occasions. At its various
meetings, the supervisory board performed the duties required
of it by law, the articles of association and the rules of procedure
and was regularly informed by the management board about all
significant occurrences and developments in relation to the bank

Dr Michael Misslinger
Chairperson of the supervisory board
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Bank branches

RLB branches and offices
Headquarters
Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG
6021 Innsbruck, Adamgasse 1–7, Postfach 543
Tel.: +43 (0)512 530 50
Fax: +43 (0)512 530 511 938
SWIFT code: RZTIAT22
Email: info@rlb-tirol.at
Website: www.rlb-tirol.at

Branches in Innsbruck and vicinity
Adamgasse branch
Adamgasse 1–7
6020 Innsbruck

Aldrans branch
Dorf 34
6071 Aldrans

Amras branch
Philippine-Welser-Strasse 51
6020 Innsbruck

Höttinger Au branch
Höttinger Au 41
6020 Innsbruck

Igls branch
Hilberstrasse 24
6080 Igls

Marktplatz branch
Innrain 6–8
6020 Innsbruck

Pradl branch
Amraser Strasse 76
6020 Innsbruck

Zirl branch
Bühelstrasse 1
6170 Zirl

Tarrenz branch
Trujegasse 1
6464 Tarrenz

Nassereith self-service outlet
Karl-Mayr-Strasse 116a

6465 Nassereith

Ainet self-service outlet
No. 90
9951 Ainet

Oberlienz self-service outlet
No. 31
9900 Oberlienz

Tristach self-service outlet
Lavanter Strasse 6
9907 Tristach

Ellbögen self-service outlet
Sankt Peter 31
6082 Ellbögen

Imst branches
Imst branch
Stadtplatz 9–10
6460 Imst

Lienz branches
Lienz branch
Johannesplatz 4
9900 Lienz
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Disclaimer
Responsibility for content:
Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG,
Adamgasse 1–7, 6020 Innsbruck, Austria
Responsible for production:
Raiffeisen Communications
Philipp Ostermann-Binder, Christian Bevelander
Graphic design: eco.nova c|p / Rabea Siller
Photography: Andreas Friedle
Printing: RWf – Frömelt-Hechenleitner Werbegesellschaft m.b.H.
Gender information: In order to enhance readability of the texts we only use
the masculine form of personally identifiable nouns. This does not imply in any
way that the other gender is being disadvantaged.
© 2019, Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol AG
All rights reserved
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